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TIlE RESmRATION OF LAKE WATERS

by
Charles J . Boyter
ABSTRACf

Lake restoration procedures are reviewed with the objective of making
recommendations toward future lake restorations for central Florida
lakes.

The progress of drawdown for restoration is examined . A total

phosphorus model is developed for Lake Eola to predict the success of
the drawdown.

No one restoration procedure should be applied to every

lake in central Florida.

Each situation must be studied separately .

It appears that lake drawdown was the best technique to use for Lake
Eola.

However, the stormwater inputs and free-flowing drains must be

purified to insure the success of the drawdown or the Lake will return
within the immediate future to its previous eutrophic
state.
,

Dr. Martin P. Wanielista
Committee Chairman
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QWYI'ER I
INI'ROOOCfION

The goal in the restoration of lakes is to improve and restore
the water quality and usefulness of lakes suffering the effects of
eutrophication and/or pollution.

During the past several decades,

the obvious and continuing deterioration of our lakes has induced a
growing anxiety among environmentalists, government officials, and
the general public to clean-up the lakes.

This deterioration of lakes,

considering economic effects (e .g., property depreciation, decreased
resort patronage, etc.) and social effects (e .g., impaired recreation,
effect on public health, etc .) must amount to billions of dollars annually.

As

technologies applicable to lake restoration advance , the

price of employing lake restoration techniques should diminish as compared to restored social and economic values.
Until now only limited attempts have been made

1n

restoring lakes .

A few lake restoration projects are in process at present and several
other such projects have been or are now being planned.

The lake situa-

tions in central Florida alone indicate many additional restoration
plans should be forthcoming .
The objectives of this study are as follows:
1.

Review existing and innovative techniques of lake
restoration.

2.

Examine a lake restoration project presently In
process.

2

3. Make recorrnnendations toward future lake restorations in central Florida.
"

The Central Florida Lake Situation
In an effort to define the central Florida lake situation and define a method of lake comparison and analysis for future consideration,
a study (1) entitled "Eutrophication Analysis:

A Multivariate Approach"

is reviewed in part and a brief review of information concerning the
Lake Apopka situation is presented .
The study reviewed involves the classification of 55 central and
north Florida lakes with a formulization of various physical and biological parameters and uses cluster analysis, cononical correlation
analysis, principal component analysis, and multiple regression analysis techniques to group, 'classify, and compare the 55 lakes.

For pur-

poses of this study (the Restoration Of Lake Waters), only the formulization of .the trophic state indices and the resulting classifications
of the lakes are presented.
An analysis, similar to the one reviewed, was considered for the
lakes of Orange County, but the available datal did not contain all the
required data and the time required to gather the necessary data (at
least one year to be representative of annual cycling) rendered the
analysis impractical for this particular study.
Information on Lake Apopka is used to further emphasize the deteriorated conditions and to acknowledge eutrophication factors of
central Florida's lakes.

1

A multitude of data on some lakes in Orange County was made available
by the Orange County Pollution Control Department.

3

One of the objectives of ''Eutrophication Analysis:

A Multivariate

Approach" (1) was to develop a "trophic state index" (rsI) which, in
the opinion of the authors,

would:

1.

Facilitate identification and comparison of lakes
and would be valuable in conveying information concerning a lake's quality to the nontechnical and semitechnical public.

2.

Provide information on the direction and rate of
success of lakes when evaluated over an extended period of time, and

3.

Possibly be useful in studying the lake's ecosystem
response to its environment (watershed) i. e ., "to
relate trophic state to the rate of nutrient enrichment or to cultural stresses in general."

Data for the analysis was obtained by sampling all 55 lakes at
four month intervals and sampling a nineteen lake subgroup at two
month intervals to provide further details on seasonal trends.

All

sampling was continued for the period from June 1969 to June 1970.
The nineteen lake subgroup was assumed to reflect seasonal trends in
the characteristics of all 55 lakes . The samples for chemical and
biological analysis were composited from the lake's depth at several
stations.

But for the deeper lakes in the group: where stable ther-

mal stratification occurred, the biological samples were composited in
only the euphotic zone, the samples for major chemicals were composited
from the total lake depth, and the nutrient samples were uncomposited
samples from various depths.
The trophic state indicators selected were as follows:
Primary productivity (PP) in mg C per cubic meter-hour
Chlorophyll "A" (alA) in mg per meter cubed
Specific Conductance

(CQ~)

in microohms per em

Secchi disc transparency (SD) in meters

4

Total organic nitrogen (TON) in mg per liter
Total phosphorus (TP) in

mg

per liter

The Pearsall cation ratio (CR) dimensionless
These indicators were selected as dimensions describing the hybrid concept of trophic state.

Consideration given in the selection of the

first six indicators was:

1) they were quantitative, 2) they satisfy

the criterion for useful indicators reasonably well, and 3) they applied to Florida lakes.
cluded because:

The cation 'ratio (Na

+

KJ/OMg

+

Cal was 1n-

1) previous studies of Pearsall (2) and Zafar (3) had

indicated its potential effectiveness in differentiating lake trophiC
types (the ratio should inversely relate to increasing eutrophy), and
2) its use precluded the necessity of adding each cation as an individual indicator.
In the initial formulation of the trophic state indices, the lakes
were divided into clear and colored groupings.

The colored group con-

sisting of the lakes which contained color values having a mean value
greater than 75 mg/l and this organic color value being a function of
nutrient concentration, algae density, etc.

The 'division was initially

deemed necessary due to the possibility of nutrient enrichment producing different effects in each class.
The development of the indices employed the BMD06M program' for
cononical correllation analysis, the BMDX72' for first principal component analysis of the correlation matrices, and the IlMD02R' for multiple regression analysis of the first principal components to derive

, These computer programs are reportedly explained 1n reference (4).

5
constants for addition to the first principal components to always result in trophic state indices (TSI) greater than zero.
To develop a single TSI with which to rank all 55 lakes in a single group, multiple regression analysis was applied on the inverse of
the Secchi disc readings versus color and turbidity to obtain the relat ionship:
l / SD

=

0.003 Col

+

0.152 Tur

since the Secchi disc transparency is essentially a function of color
and turbidity.

The yearly mean values of color and turbidity for each

of the 55 lakes were used in the

analys~s.

The color value of 75 mg/l

was then chosen for scaling purposes because it represented the dividrng line between the clear and color groups and was also the middle
range (zone of best prediction) of the regression equation. Using this
color value and the mean turbidity value for each lake, nel; color
scaled inverse Secchi disc values were calculated for all 55 lakes .
Correlation, prinCipal component, and multiple regression analysis
was applied using the seven indicators, but this time using the revised
Secchi disc values.

The first prinCipal component and TSI resulting

are:

Yl

0.919 (l/SD)

=

+

TSI

0.942 PP

+

+

0.800 COND

0.862 CHA

+

+

0. 896 TON

+

0 . 738 TP

0.634 (l/CR)

YI + 5. 19
The TSI indices were calculated for all 55 lakes.
=

The lakes were

ranked in descending order of TSI values and trophic state as shown in
,

Table I-I.

The fact was noted that the combined ranking of the lakes

resulted in changes of the relative rankings of a few lakes when compared to previously divided r ankings . These changes were judged not

6
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TABLE 1-1
FIFlY-FIVE CENTRAL FLORIDA LAKES RANKED
ACCORDING TO TROPHIC STATE INDEX (TSI)
Lake
Hypereutrophic
Apopka
Twenty
Dora
Bivin's Ann
Griffin
Kanapaha
Alice
Eustis
Eutrophic
Hawthorne
Clear
Burnt Pond
Wauberg
Newman's
Mesotrophic
Twenty-five
Harris
Twenty-seven
Cooter Pond
Lochloosa
Tuscawilla
Calf Pond
Orange
Mize
Watermelon
Li ttle Orange
Weir
Elizabeth

TSI
22 .1
18 . 5
18 . 5
14.7
13.7
13.5
10.7
10.5
•

9.1
8.8
8.3
7.4
7.1

6.4
6.3
5.8
5.3
5.2
4.8
4.6
4.3
4.2
3.6
3.4
3.3
3.2

Lake

TSI

Mesotrophic (cont 'd .)
Ten
Palatka Pond
Beville's Pond
Meta

3.2
3.2
3.1
3.1

OligotrophiC
Jeggord
Moss Lee
Long Pond
C1ea:rwater
Altho
Hickory Pond
Santa Fe
Suggs
Little Santa Fe
Adaho
Wall
WilUlOtt

2. 8
2. 8
2. 8
2.6
2. 5
2.5
2.5
2. 3
2. 3
2. 2
2.1
2.0

Ultraoligotrophic
Still Pond
Kingsley
Geneva
Gallilee
Anderson-Cue
McCloud
Brooklyn
Cowpen
51,an
Long
Sumter-Lowry
Magnolia
Santa Rosa

1.9
1.9
1.8
1.6
1.5
1.5
1.5
1.5
1.5
1.3
1.3
1.3
1.3

7

to be major discrepancies and were considered the results expected from

.

use of the corrected Secchi disc transparencies.
Additional analysis in the study included cluster groupings and
relationships between the TSI values and population and land uses.

Re-

sults were said to indicate that cultural factors or urban and heavily
fertilized areas are the major link between trophic state and eutrophication factors.
The fact was noted that in reality, the trophic state of a lake is
the result of eutrophying factors acting over a period of years.
ples cited were:

Exam-

Anderson-Cue Lake which has been subjected to a high

nutrient enrichment rate for a period of three years but remains in an
oligotrophic state, and Lake Apopka where the hypereutrophic conditions
have resulted (at least in part) from several decades of intensive agricultural activities around the Lake.
Lake Apopka
Lake Apopka was known as an excellent recreation lake, where record bass could be caught.

The lake climaxed in a multimillion dollar
I

recreational resource for the people of Florida.

The lake is the fourth

largest lake in the state, is approximately 30,000 acres in size, and
has an average depth of only four and one-half feet.

The lake became

very unattractive because of its massive algae blooms and its sport
fisheries were reduced to poor, almost non-existent proportions (5).
The Lake Apopka Restoration Project began three years ago for the
purpose of restoring the Land and to stop further degradation of the
downstream lakes in the Oklawaha chain.

The Oklawaha chain originates

ten miles north of Orlando and includes Lakes Apopka , Beauclair, Dora,
Harris , Eustis, Yale, and Griffin to form the largest tributary of the

8

St. Jolms River.

Lakes Beauclair, Dora, and Eustis are almost as un-

attractive and unproductive in their'sport fisheries as Lake Apopka.
Lake Harris, Lake Yale, and Lake Griffin are suffering increased degradation of their water resources (6).
The earliest signs of deterioration appeared in Lake Apopka in
the 1940's when a tremendous growth of aquatic weeds appeared.
first algae blooms were observed about 1947.

The

Aquatic weed growth com-

pletely disappeared sometime beu;een 1948 and 1950 . This occurrence
has been attributed to the light limiting effects of the algae (5).
A· hurricane in the late 1940's uprooted most of the rooted aquatic weeds, which in turn, have been credited with significantly contributing to the environmental instability and loose unconsolidated
bottom sediments (6).
The Apopka-Beauc1air Canal was opened in 1948 to connect Lake
Apopka with the downstream lakes and a control structure was erected
in 1952 to regulate the water level in Lake Apopka (6) . Water level
controls of this type interfere with or eliminate natural water fluctuation.

Extreme water level fluctuations are considered a vital part

of maintailung the ecological balance in most of Florida's lakes (7).
Other major contributing factors to the deteriorated condition
of Lake Apopka include:

drainage and runoff from muck soils used in

truck farming and from citrus groves, effluents from the city of Winter
Garden and from a citrus processing plant, the decomposition of water
hyacinths which were treated with herbicides and left in the Lake, and
the decomposition of millions of pounds of fish which \;ere killed with
poisons in an attempt to reduce the large shad population and restore
a favorable sport fish balance to the Lake (8).

9

These early determinations by the Lake Apopka Restoration Project

..

are assumed to be representative of the general sequence of occurrences
leading to deteriorated conditions in other central Florida lakes.
Need for Study
Because of the eutrophic and/or polluted conditions of some central
Florida lakes, the need for an evaluation of restoration procedures is
evident.

Existing and innovative procedures will be evaluated in the

following chapters in order to make recommendations on future lake restorations.

,
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GlAPTER II
REVIEW OF EXISTING AND INNOVATIVE TEO!NIQUES
OF LAKE RESTORATION

The initial step in the lake restoration process is problem identification.

Whether the deteriorated conditions are due to nutrient

enrichment (eutrophication) and/or the result of organic, toxic, or
other pollutional inputs will dictate primary control measures.

While

the techniques reviewed are directed toward eutrophic lake situations,
their source control aspects could apply in cases that involve other
pollutants .
Eutrophication is the process of nutrient enrichment of water accompanied by a depletion of oxygen.

It often results in symptomatic

changes in lakes, including increased production of algae and other
aquatic plants, deterioration of fish life, and other responses that
impair water uses and are found objectionable (9,10).
could be mistakenly attributed to eutrophication.

Some responses

For example, de-

creases in fish populations can result from toxic inputs or from inputs
that increase concentrations of certain substances to levels at which
lethal injury to fish occurs (11) with the ultimate result being an
increased aquatic plant production.
In the control of eutrophication, Bartsch (9) concludes that the
limiting of phosphorus availability in lakes is the single, most important and necessary step to be taken.
all the nutrient elements known to be

As

gr~,th

only phosphorus is also controllable by man.

shown in Table II-I, of
controlling in lakes,
This conclusion is based

11
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TABLE II-l*

CXlMPARISON OF VARIOUS PLAm NlITRIEm'S IN RESPECf TO:
CA) MiETJ:IER lHEY ARE EVER GROll'llHXlNTROLLING IN LAKES
AND
CB) WHETHER THEY ARE CONTROLLABLE BY MAN

Nutrient

A

Hydrogen
Baron
Carbon
Nitrogen
Oxygen
Sodiun
Magnesitnn
Altnnintnn
Silicon
Phosphorus
Sulphur
Chlorine
Potassitnn
Calcium
Manganese
Iron
Cobalt
Copper
Zinc
Molybdentnn
Iodine

no
no
r arely
yes
no
no
no
no

* Elements

yes**

yes
r arely
no
no
no
sometimes

sometimes
rarely
no
no
sometimes

no

B

no
no
no
partly
no
no
no
no
no
yes
no
no
no
no
no
no
no
no
no
no
no

listed in order of increasing atomic
weight. Note that phosphorus is the only element meeting both requirements.

** Diatoms only.
Reference No.9
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on evidence provided by Vallentyne (12) . He showed that a relatively
>.

small percentage of the total nitrogen inputs to lakes is provided by
controllable sources as compared to the large percentage that the controllable sources contribute to the total phosphorus inputs .
Control of only the point sources of pollutional discharge will
not necessarily result in restoring the lake to the desired level (13,
14).

Consideration must also be given to the biogeochemical cycling

of pollutants wi thin the lake.

This inherent cycling of pollutants

between the water, the bottom sediments, and the aquatic life is dependent in magnitude on the quantities of nutrients present.
Yaksich, and DePinto (13) state

'~e

Tenney,

magnitude of these cycles charac-

teristically increases proportional to the extent of pollution of the
water body" and suggest fue relative amounts of carbonaceous, ni trogenous, and pohsphatic pollutants which could exist "under various assumed
conditions" in the three cycling locations of a 10,000 acre-ft volume
lake as shown in Table 11-2.
The amount of pollution entering and leaving a lake is primarily
a function of the quantity of flows and concentration of pollutants in
the various hydrologic flows for the particular lake.
be categorized as shown in Figure II-I.

These flows can

The retention of pollutants

in the lake depends not on these flows alone, but also on the absorption, release, and interchange of pollutants between the biota and bottom sediments with the water acting as vehicular transport.

Figure

II - 2 describes the nutrient flow network of a typical lake as derived
from works of Tenney et al. (13), Edmondson (14), and Allyn (IS).
Recent lake restoration procedures have included the aquatic plant
life and the bottom sediments as potential pollution sources.

Table

TABLE II-2

lYPICAL NlITRIENT BUDGETS IN A EtITROPHIC LAKE'
(Values shown are on the basis of dry weight")
Quantity of Pollutant
Assumed Conditions

Location
a.
,

WATER

b.
c.

BO'IT(l.l
SEDIMENfSu

AQUATIC
LIFE"

0.01 mg/l P, 0.10 mg/l N,
5.0 mg/l OOD
0.10 mg/l P, 0.50 mg/l N,
15.0 mg/l OOD
1.00 mg/l P, 1.00 mg/l N,
30.0 mg/l OOD

a.
b.
c.

1.09 gms/cc density
90.0 %water
0.10 %P, 1.0% N, 10.0% C
1 in. depth
2 in. depth
5 in. depth

a.

Weeds :

b.

Algae:

c.

Fish:

5,000 ib/acre productivity
(for 100 aares)
200 Ib/acre productivity
0.60% P, 10.0% N, 39.0% C
300 Ib/acre productivity
0.20% P, 2.4% N, 30.0% C

Carbon
(tons as C)

Nitrogen
(tons as N)

Phosphorus
(tons as P)

25.5

1.35

0.14

76.5

6.75

1.35

153.0

13.50

13.50

•

.'

620
1,240
3,100

62
124
310

100

5

0.7

19.5
22.5

5
1.93

0.3
0.3

6,200
12,400
31,000

.

• Calculations based on a 10,000 acre -ft lake, 500 acres by 20 ft'; mean depth

.
"

....
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11-3 summarizes the various techniques suggested for consideration in

future plans for lake restoration.

;rhe following subsections review

. techniques applicable to the water, the bottom sediments, and the aquatic plants.
The Water
The techniques of lake restoration which apply to the water include:

1) the elimination of pollutants entering the water from con-

trollable sources, 2) replacing the water with high quality water, and
3) direct treatment of the existing water.
Two principal approaches have been suggested for control of entering pollutants.

One consists of collecting and diverting pollutionary

flows to a less susceptible water course; and the other involves selection of one nutrient, namely phosphorus, and curtailing its input by
advanced wastewater treatment processes and limiting the phosphorus
content of detergents.
Diversion has been employed at several locations in the United
States and in Europe on flows of wastewater and from wastewater treatment plants (9,14) but relatively little attention has been given to
diverting urban stonm;ater flO\;s.

Bryan (8) found that "the total

solids contribution annually by urban stonm;ater is substantially larger than would be expected from the discharge of raw sewage from the
same area" and contends that "treatment of urban stomrwater to remove

pollutants may be the more logical 'next step' in reducing pollution
from urban areas than installing tertiary or advanced wastewater treatment for the area ' s sanital)' wastewater." The phosphorus concentrations present in urban stonm;ater range from 0.1 to 1 .4 mg/l, as esti mated by Bartsch (9) for the United States.

Bryan (16) found the

concentration to range from O.lS to 2.S mg/l in Durham, Nortll Carolina.

Table 11-3 : Summary of Lake Re,toration Techniques
Watn Quality

Bottoa Sedimentl

Aquatic Plants

Caa-ntl

Curtd_nt of
pollutional inputs

Improvementl, if any ,
will occur over a
period of yean .

No direct effect

No direct effect

C.n be effective in •••ieutrophic lake. with .hort
hydr.ulic re.idence tt.es.

Water replaee_nt
by dllplaeement

Decrease in lake
wat.r detention t~.
Lake wate r quality
s hould approach that of
influ.nt water . Hidng
reduces effectivenesa.

No direct affect

No dir.ct effect

High quality and quantity
watar IOU rea required.
Also requirea d1lchlrga
mechani.m .

Drawdown and
r efi ll

Removal of poor quality
wa t.r and subsequently
refilling with high
quality w.ter reduce
deteriorational effects
of milting.

An adequate till'lll period

Iumediate remova l of
algae, bacteria, and
virulea. Submer ged
plants are d eat royed.

Difficult in river and
Ipring fed lakes.
Particul.rly .ffec tive
in incr.a.ing Iport liah
populations.

No direct .ffect

I_diate removal o f
algae, bacteria, and
viruse • .

Optimal a.paration of
withdr_.l and return
pipe. r.quired to lIIinimica
dilutionsry affacts of
IIIbing. Port.bla traat ..nt
facllitta. could reduca
inlt.llation cOltl .

Withdr_al to
Pina l water quality
e~ternal treatment
d ependent upon treatf&eilLty and r.turn ment procelles used
and lIIilting dilutionsry aff.c ts when the
treated water il returned to the lake.

cou ld be allowed between
drawown and refi ll op.rationl for oxidation,
compaction, and stabil i zation, or for the removal of led:lmenta.

Nutrient inactiv.tion by addition of IllUltiv. lent metal s.lts,
fly ..h, or clay .

Precipitate I or absorbl
pho. pha t e and SOllIe
organic contaminants.
Increa.ea tranlparency.
De.orption over tu.e
hal not been evaluated .

Layer fOl'1lled over bottOll
aed1JDenta may reta.rd
pollution.l rele •• el.

Forma a floc with
a l gae. which sublequently settlea
to the bottOlll.
Effect on rooted
aquatic a hal not
been evaluat.d.

Relctlon. ara pH dependent .
Immediate effactivene.s
depends upon the a.ount
of mixing accompliahed .
Water soluble chemical
conltituents of fly a.h
may be detrimental to
Iquatic acoIYlta••

Nutri.nt remova l
by controlled
aquatic plantl .

Theoretical decreaae of
nutrient budget in lake.
Nutrienta are taken up
by plants which are periodically removed to prevent the eventual return
of the nutrients to the
water .

Preventl bottOlll ladiment
build up by d.ad p1&ntl
of the contro l led
species.

Prevent. nuisance
proportionl of the
controlled plant
apeeiel.

Relatively a xpansive
annual coati anticipated. The controlled
lpeCLeI should h .....
relatively high nutri.nt
uptake and Ihou ld not
be a food .ou-rce for other
aquatic life.

Oxygen.tion by
destr.tification
u.ing w.tar pump
or diffused . ir
.y.tems

Delt ra tification providel
overa ll water quality
1mprovament by milting
hypolimnetic with ep!lilrl1etic water.

Both techniquel are
clpable of retard ing
po l Lutionary r.l •••••
of bottOUI aediments by
maint.ining .erobic
condition. in hypolimnion.

Deatratification il
capable of reducing
algae concentration •.

Achi.ved by mechanical or
cornpre .. ed air lift pump.
or diffu.ad .ir Iyatelll'.
AbDo.t continual operation
required to mainta in deatr.tification .

Covering of bot t OUI sediment. with
sand , p.rticulate
materi.l or plastic lineu.

No direct effect .

Could ret.rd or eU.inat.e nutrient re l e •••••

May have undesirable
effectl on benthic
life.

Effectl on benthic .ctivity
muat be eva luated. Dif ficulty in placing .nd
maintain ins anticipated.

Dredging

Can incre.se nutrient
concentrations by mixing bottom se<i1mentl
into water .

Nutrient rele.sel ahould
be Itopped if relt.ored
bot.tOlll aurf.ce Llyer is
of low nutrient and
dredging technique dol'll
not permit mixing of
the lediment. into the
water and subaequent
resettling.

ReMOvel rooted vegetation.

S ilting area r e quired ,
which will not allow
repollution of anoth.r
wat.r body .

Chemi c. 1 contro l
of aqu.tic plants

Decaying plants re1eaae
nutrients into wate r.

Bulld up of led ime.ntl by
addition of dead plantl.
Toxic elements of chemicaLa may build up in
aedimentl.

Kill. weeds and/or
algae.

Tempo rary mea.ure. Potential for advaue effect.
upon aquatic .co.yltelll.

Mechanical contro l
of aquatic plants

Theoret ical decrease
of nutrient budget in
the 1Ue . Cut atema
release nutrientl.

Some rel.ases may occur,
if aed1mentl are d1lturb·
ed , in addition to the
normal nutrient exchange
under exiating conditiona .

Immediate relief from
Iquatic plant problem .

Positive method of nutrient
remov.l. Dilpolal probleml
muat be con.id.r.d.

Bio logic. l control
of aqua t ic plantl

No direct effect

No direct effect

Coal il to reduce the
population of the target species by the introduction of • specia. properly Ie lee ted
for t hat purpoae.

Relatively inexpensive and
e.sy t o apply. Control
.paciu mult be thoroughly researched prior to
introduction to inaura
asainst its ovarpopulation and other undesirable
effect ••

Physic.l control
of aquatic planta

Laler technique I would
re.u lt in the ult~te
reLeaso of nutrientl
by decaying plants into
t he water unleu the irr adiated plantl are
removed f rom the lake.

Laser techniques would
relult in lediment. bui l d
up by dead plantl. unIe .. the irradiated planta are removed f r om the
lake.

Drawdowns allow planta
to dry out and die.
Laaer irtadiation can
ki ll ex posed plant ••
Bl ocking of sunlight
haa been auggested for
algal contro l .

Repeat.d irradiation by
laaer beam ia required to
insure death . Tha ir-radiation ha. no effect
on plant reproduction
until death 11 effacted .
Laler application. for
lubmersed vegetation
are being inve.tiSlted.
No feasibla method to
block sunlight y.t d ....eloped.

Note: Part of this ta b le taken frOlll reference (13)
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These conditions and the general lack of favorable water courses to
"

receive diverted flows could require the employment of advanced wastewater treatment processes on combined sewer flow in future lake restoration procedures.
One treatment process improvement reviewed, which could be applied
to effectively remove phosphorus and other pollutants, involves the
addition of a coagulation process to normal wastewater treatment procedures and the use of pH and zeta potential as well as coagulate dosage
as parameters of control.

McLellon et al. (17) found the addition of

this process and controls to be effective for removal of colloidal materials, COD , microbial cells, nitrogen, and phosphorus.

During ex-

perimental operations, the removal efficiencies of residual phosphorus
in trickling filter effl~ent were observed to exceed 99 percent.

Real-

time computational techniques can be employed to control the process.
Preliminary data "indicates reasonable application costs .
There are several other pollution sources to be noted.

Reported

concentrations of phosphorus in precipitation range from 0.3 to 130
,
~g/l in the United States and Eruope; estimates of nutrient inputs to
lakes by wild ducks have been based on an average yearly excretion of
477 g nitrogen and 204 g phosphorus per bird; and runoff from agricultural and cattle grazing land contain enormous quantities of pollutants
(1).

Citrus farm drainage, as an example, contained nitrogen and phos-

phorus concentrations ranging from 4.54 to 33.4 mg/l and from 1.4 to
S2.9 mg/l, respectively, when analyzed during Lake Apopka studies (18) .
•

Curtailment of all practically controlled pollutionary discharges
IS

essential to lake restoration procedure.

HO\,ever, when this action

alone is employed, the rate and amount of improvement resulting will
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depend on the remaining hydrologic flows.

Faster improvement will oc-

cur in lakes with short hydraulic re~idence times and that are being
flushed with high quality water.

Edmondson (14) reviewed several in-

stances where only point source pollution curtailment or diversion were
employed.

Lake Monona in Wisconsin took twenty years to make notice-

able recovery after pollutional discharges were terminated.

A small

lake near Copenhagen showed signs of improvement within one to four
years after discharges were diverted.

But no signs of improvement were

noted fifteen years after diversion of discharges from Red Lake (Rotsee)
at Lucerne, Switzerland.
Replacement With High Quality Water
The replacement of the existing water in the lake with that of a
higher quality has the requisite that a high quality water is readily
available and that a convenient discharge mechanism exists for the
existing water .
Replacement can be accomplished by introducing the high quality
water directly into the lake and allowing it to displace the existing
water or by dra,;ing out (dra",down) existing ",ater and refilling with
the high quality ",ater.

Dra",ing down, then refilling has the advan-

tage of resulting in a higher water quality per unit volume than could
be achieved with the displacement method due to the mixing of the waters
during displacement . But, in most cases, the pumping requirements of
the drawdown method would make it more expens i ve .
The drawdown method has additional advantages in aquatic plant
control and bottom sediment manipulation which will be discussed in
more detail in the respective subsections.

Examples of drawdo,"n5 are:

Lake Trafford loacted in Immokalee, Florida (a natural dra,;dO\;n result-
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ing from a drought in 1962), Lake Jackson located in Tallahassee, Florida

.'.

(a natural drawdown as a result of a sinkhole), and Lake Toho located
in Kissimmee, Florida (an artificial drawdown), all of which resulted
in improved lake conditions (7,19).
The displacement method was employed in Green Lake located in
Seattle, Washington.

From 1962 to 1967 the lake' s volume was displaced

the equivalent of five times with the city'S drinking water, resulting
in a reduction of orthophosphate concentration from 80

~g/l

to 20

~g/l

and an increasing Secchi disc transparency readings from 1.3 to 6.3
meters (20).

This has the distinct disadvantage of being very expen-

sive.

Direct Treatment of the Gxisting Water
Treating the existing water can be accomplished by moving it to
external treatment facilities or 'consideration may be given to use of
various proposed in situ treatment methods.
When external treatment is employed, any degree of treatment can
be achieved.

The particular treatment process us.ed will depend on the

quality desired for the return water.

Some improvement can be accom-

p1ished with only chemical coagulation followed by plain sedimentation .
This treatment will remove large amounts of color, turbidity, algae,
bacteria, phosphorus, and many other impurities.

\~en

more efficient

removals are desired, granular filtration and activated carbon can be
included.

The cost associated with this treatment range from $30 to

$60 per acre -foot (13) . Mobile treatment modules, which could greatly
(

reduce tile installation costs associated with external treatment, are
currently under investigation by Tenney (13).
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In situ methods proposed for consideration inClude:

destratifi-

cation, which tends to establish uniform profiles of nutrients; dissolved oxygen and other parameters in the lake water, nutrient 1nactivation by the addition of metal ions or particulate materials to
precipitate the nutrients; and the removal of nutrients by growth and
control of aquatic plants.
Destratification techniques involve the installation of compressed
air or mechanical pumps or diffused air systems.
currents

to

These systems set up

accomplish mixing of stratified waters.

The uniform profile

established for dissolved oxygen has favorable application in the control of releases from the bottom sediments and will be discussed in
more detail in the subsection on Bottom Sediments.
The process of nutrient inactivation is similar to the process of
coagulation in that an additive (metal ions' or particulate material)
is mixed into the water to form floes, precipitate and/or absorb nutrients.

The agglomerates subsequently settle to the bottom of the

lake.

Since the efficiency of this process would be dependent on the
,
amount of mixing accomplished, it would tend to be less effective 1n
lakes of considerable depth.

Also since coagulation and precipitation

mechanisms involved in the process are pH dependent , the pH of the lake
water could be the deciding factor in use of the process.

Optimum pH

values for coagulation with alum are in the range of 5.0 to 7.0 (21)
and optimum pH for precipitation of phosphorus with alum is in the
range 7.1 to 7.7 (22).

The?i decrease in the water accompanying both

these mechanisms are potentially dangerous to aquatic life.

Similar

, Iron is generally not considered for use in nutrient inactivation
due to the tendency of the ferric phosphate species to redissolve
when anaerobic conditions occur .
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pH changes and optimal ranges apply when particulate materials are

..

. used depending on the chemical elements or compounds present in the
specific fly ash or clay involved (see results of tests performed on
various lake waters in Appendix A) .

In consideration of the use of

nutrient inactivation in a lake, extensive testing should be performed to determine optimum pH, optimum dosage for the additive being
considered and its effects on aquatic life forms, and the pH change
to be expected during treatment for the particular lake water.

Re-

search for this study was unsuccessful in finding any work toward investigating possibilities of the ultimate return of inactivated nutrients to the lake water.
The use of aquatic plants to remove nutrients from lake waters
has favorable possibilities.

Sheffield (23) employed water hyacinths

(Eichornia Crassipes) in a combination algae pond - hyacinth pond coagulation series to effect the removal of 77 to 80 percent total
phosphorus and 38 percent total nitrogen from wastewater treatment
plant effluent.

In the hyacinth pond alone, consisting of a three

feet deep pond and providing a two day detention 'time, total phosphorus
was reduced from 49 to 43 mg/l and total nitrogen was reduced from 16
to 13 mg/l.

An unfavorable decrease noted was that of dissolved oxygen

which can be accounted for by the plants occupying the entire surface
area and preventing oxygen transfer.

A conceivable remedy to this for

application in lakes would be sectioning with a fenCing material to
insure that a relatively small area of the lake's surface is occupied
by plants.
Damon (24) found that hyacinths grDlffi in water with nutrients of
optimum availability would contain 2.23 percent nitrogen and 8 percent
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phosphorus on a dry weight basis . He advocated the use of hyacinths

.'.

for use in removing nutrients from sewage.
Steward (25) postulated that water hyacinths, with a theoretical
productivity of 67 tons of dry matter per acre per year in sub-tropical
Florida, could .effectively remove the yearly contribution of nitrogen
in waste from 595 people per acre per year and the phOsphorus contribution from 180 people per acre per year.

He also indicated that hy-

drilla produces one dry ton per acre per year which could remove the
nitrogen and phosphorus from 9 and 3 people per acre per year respectively.

He observed the nutrient ratio of these plants to be about

10:1 N to P.

Control and management techniques could conceivably be adapted,
with only minor difficulty, for the aquatic plant control of nutrients
in lakes of Florida and other southern states using the water hyacinths.
Research is in process for uses of harvested water hyacinth (as will
be discussed in the Mechanical subsection of Aquatic Plant Control)
which could offset the operational expense anticipated.
Bottom Sediments
Bottom sediments of lakes absorb and entrap nutrients from the
water and those resulting from the decomposition of plant and animal
materials.

The desorption or release of these nutrients to the over-

lying water appears to depend on the capacity of the bottom sediments
themselves, the dissolved oxygen concentration in the overlying water,
the nutrient concentration in the water, and the nutrient concentration
present in the interstitial water of the sediments (13,14,26).
Table 11-4 for bottom sediment characteristics)

(See
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TABLE II-4

. CHARACTERISTICS OF ' l3OIT<M SEDIMEJlITS
A.

Nutrient Content of Various Lake Sediments (28)
mg! g Dry Weight

Name of Lake
Madison Lakes
(Wisconsin)
Green Lake
(Washington)
Lake Sebasticook
(Maine)
Lake Tahoe
(California-Nevada)
Lake Apopka
(Fl orida)
Lake Anderson-que
(Florida)
Lake Eo1a
(Florida)
B.

ORG-N as N

TaTAL-P as P

7 - 9

1.2

l'bottam muds"

7

1. 67

''uppermost l ayer"

3 - 18

0. 6 - 1.6

"lake bed sediments'

.06 - 16 . 6

--- -- -- - -

''upper 10 centimeters "

10 - 40

.2 - 2.0

8. - 44

.3 - 3.1

9 - 17

1.0 - 5. 0

'muck deposits to
depth of 1 meter"
'Ekman Dredge

Ekman Dredge,
bottom muds

Nutrient Release Rates Under Anaerobic Conditions as a
Function of Interstita1 Water Concentration (29) *

Nutri ent
Phosphorus

Ammonia

Type of Sample

Interstitial Water
Nutrient Content (mg/1)
0. 56
8. 60
9.20
18 . 00
18.18
24 . 75
2. 60
17.40
38 .00
54 . 00
61.00
145 . 00

• Reproduced [rom reference 13.

Rate of Release
(~g/cm2/day)

0.83
6. 60
8.30
12.40
12.70
21. 40
2.60
34.60
99.00
132.00
152 . 00
338.00
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Due to the relatively insoluble characteristic of phosphorus
"

compollllds and the slowness of diffusion in sediments, only the top
few millimeters (approximately 10) are actively engaged in phosphorus
exchange with the water and possibly most of the absorptive activity
is confined to . the top millimeter.

In lakes with dense populations

of bottom dwelling insects, mixing and transport from deeper depths
may be made by animals, but this activity may be negligible below
about 15 on depth (14).

With these limitations noted and the possi-

bility of rather high quantities of nutrients present in the top inch
of

sediment~

it is important to note that if restoration techniques

are employed to remove impurities from the water phase a new equilibrium can be expected between the sediments and the water (including
accelerated releases of the bottom sediments) .
The dra,,,down and refill technique of lake restoration has the
obvious advantage of allowing direct access to the bottom sediments
for application of various drying and consolidation, covering, and
removal combinations.

Other techniques to control pollutional re-

leases from bottom sediments include sediment covering, oxygenation,
and dredging.
Sediment Covering.

Methods proposed for consideration in sedi-

ment covering are covering with liner type materials (e.g., rubber
sheets, polyethyl ene sheets, etc.) and covering with particulate
materials (e.g., fly ash, clay, sand, etc.).
, Tenney, et al., s tates that Gahler (27), in studies on Klamath Lake
in Oregon, estima t ed the nutrients s t or ed in the top one inch of
sediments to be of sufficient quantity to supply the nutrient requirements of the l ake for 60 years .
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In the use of liners, one must consider the chances of destruc-

.'.

tion of the material and possible ballooning of the liner due to entrapped air and other gases.

The liner most resistant to degradation

from sunlight appears to be black polyethylene . Wirth (30) found that
thicknesses in. the range of 4 to 8 mil used in small ponds and l akes
allow penetration of only the most stubborn grasses and weeds and
suggests that the use of perforated sheets, weighted with sand, could
overcome ballooning and still appreciably retard nutrient release.
Covering with fly ash or clay is favored over sand or silts when
used on sediments of high water content because the latter have a tendency to sink below the top surface of such sediments . Sands and silts,
however, could be an effective barrier on low water contained sediments .
Fly ash will settle rapidly onto the bottom sediments, but clay will
gener ally r equire the addition of a flocculant to assist in sedimentation.

Yaksich (31) found laboratory studies to indicate that Kaol inite

in particular , is an effective clay . When Kaolinite or fly ashes were
used on sediments , they had the additional advantage of removing phosphorus while settling .
Each method has additional research r equirements prior to use .
The probabilities of establishment of a beneficial benthic environment
must be favorable.

With fly ash or clays, the possibilities of re-

l eases of undesirable constituants and the desorption of pollutional'l
impurities (absorbed while settling) are deserving of investigation .
Oxygenation .

Bottom sediment releases under anaerobic conditions

are large compared to releases when aerobic conditions exist in the
hypolimnetic waters (roughly 10 to 1).

This ratio and the findings

of Mortimer (32) that as long as the dissolved oxygen concentration
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in the bottom waters remained above 1 mg/l, bottom sediments did not

..

give up their nutrients to the water column, suggest the value of oxygenation of the bottom water. Methods suggested to achieve this include destratification and aeration techniques . Destratification involves the use .of compressed air lift pumps or mechanical pumps employed to move relatively small amounts of bottom water to the surface.
This sets up currents to achieve mixing, in turn establishing a uniform profile of dissolved oxygen and preventing anaerobic conditions
in the hypolimnium.
Simons (33) found that, for lakes smaller than 10,000 acre-feet,
the entire water mass can be mixed with one pump located at the deepest point of the lake.

Pumping 10 to 20 percent of the cold (bottom)

water to the surface set 'up the necessary currents for mixing.

He

reported installation and operating costs to decrease logarithmically
as volume to be mixed increases (34).

Approximate cost for a 10,000

acre-foot lake are $3 per million gallons ($1 per acre-foot) for installation and $0.45 per million gallons ($0 .15 per acre-foot) per
year for operation.
For aeration of the hypolimnetic waters, a system similar to that
suggested in reference 35 could be employed . This system was engineered
by Hinde Engineering Company for the proposed project of restoring
Lake

~1cCoy

at Apopka, Florida.

Estimated cost of the equipment was

$400 . 00 (35).
Speece (36) contends both aeration and destratification could
have undesirable effects on the lake environment.

Dissolved nitrogen

concentrations in excess of 104 percent saturation, which could result
from aeration with diffused air systems, has been proven to have ad-
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verse effects on trout and salmon.

Also destratification could re-

sult in increased eutrophication eff~cts due to the larger nutrient
concentrations made available in the upper (photosynthetic) zone of
the water.

He advocates the use of pure oxygen in aeration pr ocedures.

Dredging.

Dredging of the bottom sediments has been suggested

as a means of removing their pollution potential.

This suggestion

is understandable considering the fact that dredging is a common means
of maintaining navigable harbors, rivers, and lakes and the equipment
is readily available and understood.

But used for such purposes,

dredging has had the immediate effects of deteriorated water quality
in many cases (13) .
Of the three basic tyPes of dredges (dipper, ladder, and suction),
only the suction type appears suitable for the purpose of lake restoration .

The other u;o types would obviously mix a considerable amount

of the sediment into the water resulting in a higher nutrient concentration and resettling, consequently defeating the purpose of the project . Suction dredges pick up the bottom material, and water in suction
pipes, and the mixture is discharged by pumping through a spoil pipe
supported by floats to the desired spoil area (37).

In dredging for

navigation purposes, the spoil area is usually a point downstream from
or on the shoreline near the dredging operation.

But for lake restora-

tion purposes, the spoil area could be an evaporation type pond in
close proximity to the lake and of sufficient size to accommodate the
water and dredgings.
The accessibility of barge-borne dredges to the lake could make
dredging costs prohibitive.
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Aquatic Plants
,',

The third major area of treatment
1S

1n

lake restoration processes

undesirable plants or plant productivity.

Treatment in this area

consists of removals or controls of the particular plants with the
goal of restoring the natural balance.

The techniques for this pur-

pose are categorized as chemical, mechanical, biological, and physi:
cal.
Chemical Aquatic Plant Control.

Chemical compounds have proven

effective in temporary improvement of nuisance aquatic plant conditions.
Table 11-5 shows the various classes of chemical compounds available
as algicides and herbicides and some of the more common chemicals available in each class.

These compounds and various combinations of them

and others are commercially' manufactured and readily available.

In the

choice of a chemical compound for aquatic plant control, consideration
must be made as to whether or not:
1.

it will kill the specific plant or plants,

2.

be toxic to fish or fish food organisms at the
concentration required to kill the 'target plant

v

(s),

3.

have serious effects on the . general aquatic ecosystem,

4.

be toxic to man, and

5.

be reasonable in cost.

An immediate improvement of nuisance plant conditions can be accomplished with chemical treatment, but it is at best only a tempo,

rary improvement.

The dead plants remain in the lake and no net nu-

trient reduction i s effected.

Other plant grOl<th may be stimulated

by nutrient releases resulting from decomposition of the treated plants,
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TABLE II-S

..

TYPICAL Cl-!BUCALS USED IN TIlE CXlNTROL OF AQUATIC PLANTS
Inorganic Salts:
Copper sulfate (anhydrous)
Copper sulfate (with stabilizing agent)
Colloidal silver
Calcium hypochlorite
Sodium arsenite
Organic Salts:
Copper salt plus citrate
Zinc dimethyl di thiocarbanate
Phenyl mecuric nitrate
Mecuric acetate
Substituted Hydrocarbons:
2 - benzoyl 1, 3 dichloropropane
Chlorinated benzene
Quarternary Ammonium Compounds:
Dodecylacetamido dimethyl bezyl ammonium chloride
Methyl dodecylbenzyl trimethyl ammonium chloride
1, 1 - ethylene - 2, 3 - dipyridylium dibromide
Rosin Amine Compounds:
Rosin amine D acetate
Emulsifiable rosin amine D
Organic Acids:
2, 4 - dichlorophenoxy acetic acid
2 - (2, 4, 5 - trichlorophenoxyl) propionic acid
3, 6 endoxohexahydrophalic acid
Plus various alcohols, ketones, aldehydes can be toxic to
certain plant species.
Reference No. 13.

,
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Chemical treatment, when used, generally requires retreatment periodically.

Research is in process to 'find long-term, low-dosage re-

lease mechanisms for chemical treatment of aquatic plants (38), but
adequate field testing will be required prior to their use.
Oxygen levels, characteristically, are reduced following chemical treatment due to the oxygen demand of the organic matter of the
destroyed plants; similarly, nutrient levels will be increased due
to cellular releases during plant decomposition.

Also of major sig-

nificance is the fact that, potentially hazardous side effects can
be observed from residual chemical concentration at sub-lethal treatment dosages,

Extreme caution should be exercised in this regard in

order to insure that the chemicals will not accumulate in the tissues
of organisms .

•

Mechanical Control of Aquatic Plants.

The most elementary method

of removing obnoxious aquatic plants is to drag or throw them onto the
banks with rakes or forks where they dry out and die.

This, today, is

impractical because of considerations given to effects on the environI

ment.
A number of mechanical weed cutting and harvesting devices have
been developed and successfully employed in specific applications of
aquatic weed removals . These have included spray equipment, crusher
boats, wood chippers, devices for transporting personnel and equipment
over difficult terrain, amphibious tractors, and even a machine which
floats on its own air cushion at speeds up to 60 miles per hour (38) .
The high costs normally associated with mechanical operations previouslydeterredresearch on mechanical devices , but the limits placed
on specific herbicides have caused more emphasis to be given to
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mechanical methods.

Mechanical methods which physically remove obnoxi ·l

ous aquatic plants from a lake and dIspose of the plants in such a
manner as not to return their nutrients to the lake environment would
obviously be more favorable.
The commercially available aquatic plant harvesters or cutters
on the market today range in price from $40 to more than $40,000 .
Estimates of costs of acreages served by mechanical harvesters or
cutters vary from $35 to $500.

Estimates for hyacinths in particular

r ange from $150 to $500 per acre averaging from 3 to 5 acres per day
removal rates for mechanical harvesters (38).
Uses for harvested aquatic plants including hyacinth are currently being investigated by the University of Florida in cooperation
with the Florida Department of Natural Resources and the Florida Game
and Freshwater Fish Commission.

Investigations include studies regard-

ing nutrition values of aquatic weeds for use in feeding animals and
mulch fertilizers (38) . These markets could reduce harvesting cost
and make the use of aquatic plants for nutrient removal from lakes
more practical.
Studies on the use of hyaCinths for fiber In fiber board production by Jim Walter Research Corporation in St . Petersburg, Florida,
has already proven favorable.

The water hyacinth stock required less

processing time and power consumption than did mixed hardboards and
bagasse, which are normally used for fiber board production . The
hyacinth fiber board also has additional toughness and resiliency
qualities.

Only present harvesting cost make its use in the appli-

cation prohibitive (39) .
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Biological Control.

The control of aquatic plant nuisances by

.'.

natural or biological methods is a theoretical and ideal goal.

It

can be a permanent, built-in control which is self-perpetuating at
virtually no cost except that needed to initiate the process.
methods

propos~d

The

for this purpose includes the induction of insects,

snails, manatee, herbivorous fish, pathogens, and competitive plants
(38).

The primary objective being the reduction of the density of

the target plant.

The plant and the biological control agent must

become a part of the aquatic ecosystem.

The main disadvantage of

biological control is that it is much slower in adequately reducing
the target plant population.
Considerations recommended for selection of a speC1es for biological control include: .
1.

the selected species must be able to survive ill the
subject lake environment (e.g., maintain themselves
against predation, sustain temperature changes, etc.),

2. 'the selected species must be able to reduce the population of the undesired target species,
3.

the selected species must be able to co-exist peacefully with other species desirable 'to the aquatic
ecosystem, and

4.

the selected species cannot become a nuisance themselves by over population.

Table 11 - 6 contains a listing of some organisms which have been
studied or employed for biological control.

The target species is

also given along with some comments applicable to their use.

Ex ten-

sive testing and evaluation is necessary prior to introduction of
the species to avoid the possibility of disastrous environmental effects .

TABLE Il-6
EXAMPLES OF BIOLOGICAL CONI'ROL ORGANISMS

•

oomROL ORGANISM

TARGET PLANrS

OJ!.MElIITS

Herbivorous fish
(Grass carp-White Amur )

aquatic weeds
and some filamentous
al gae

- native of West River in Olina & Amur River in USSR,
el sewhere spawning must be induced articifi cally by
pituitary injections
- has a wide temperature t olerance (0 - 30°C)
- little danger of overpopulation
- successful in experiments in Arkansas

Crayfish
(Orconect s causeyi)

aquatic weeds and
al gae

- contro l of submerged aquatic plants has been
achieved in shal lrn; lakes of the Southwest
- weed control is proportional to crayfish population
and proximity to a rocky substrate
-- cannibalism will occur under conditions of food
scarcity

Flea beetles
(agasicles)
Manatee
(sea crn;)

Alligator weed

- specific to alligator weed
- attempted in Savannah River System
- each individual can consume large amount of weeds
(floating, emergent , and submerged)
- only limited use because of scarcit y of animal and
lack of knrn;l edge about its reproduction

Freshwater snail
(Maris a cornuarietis)

Submersed weeds

Aquatic weeds

I

~!ississippi

(fi sh)

silverside

Algae

- some success in Fl orida and Puerto Rico
- sensi t i ve t o temperatures below 60 C
- may feed on certain desirable pl ants such as rice,
watercr ess , and water cilestnuts
-reduced al gae by 80% in Clear Lake , California
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The apparent advantages of these techniques, once evaluation is
"

complete with favorable results, are that application is relatively
inexpensive, easily applied without special equipment or training
of personnel, and the treatment is relatively permanent.
Many

stud~es

are in progress on various agents being considered

for biological control including:
1.

four South American insects reported to feed on,
and in some degree, damage water hyacinths (40),

2.

a large snail (Pomacea australis d'Orbigny) reported to have promising results of biological
control of submerged aquatic vegetation (40),

3.

aquatic plant pathogens are being studied by the
University of Florida (38), and

4.

studies have been initiated ,;ith slender spikerush
(Eleocharis acicularis) and other competitive
plants at Uavis, California (40).

Many other studies are either under way or have been proposed
for the biological control of aquatic plants but at present the area
is lacking for solutions applicable under the environmental conditions of the United States.
Physical Control.

Physical controls reviewed for the purpose of

aquatic plant control include:

1) water fluctuations and drawdown,

2) irradiation with laser beams, and 3) light limiting substances.
Natural water fluctuations and drawdowns revealed possibilities
for use of controlled drawdowns in the control of aquatic plants.
During drawdDlm5 the aquatic vegetation along the lake periphery
dries out and dies .

Generally, it is replaced by terrestrial or swampy

plant communities.

Upon the reestablishment of the previous water level,

the terrestrial vegetation nDl, covered with water, dies and the submerged
plants increase in grDl,th . Hm;ever, it usually takes several years for
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the submerged vegetation to regain its original proportion .
An~dditional

..

desirable effect noted with drawdowns

1S

the in-

crease in number of sport fish after drawdown procedures are complete
(7) . This is believed to be the result of improvement in bottom surface, which is .the spawning habitat of many sport fish.
In some instances, drawdowllS may result in or eventually lead

to increased submerged vegetation proportions (7) . This is the result of submerged vegetation being established in the deeper portions
of the lake during the drawdown, where the light intensity had previously been insufficient for them to take hold. lVhen the water level
is again raised, the plants continue to grow where no vegetation could
previously exist.

To retard this expansion, it would be desirable that

drawdown operations be performed during the colder months while plant
growth rates are lower.
Laser beams are being studied for control of aquatic plants such
as the water hyacinth, watermilfoil, elodea, and alligatorueed (38) .
The beam used to irradiate floating hyacinths is not a concentrated
beam but is diffused and spread by the use of mirrors.
of the high

p~,er,

Initial effect

nitrogen-carbon dioxide-helium gas laser beam is

a surface burning of the plant.

During the three to four weeks re-

quired for the plant to die and sink to the lake bottom after exposure, the plant may reproduce sending out stolens which can produce
daughter plants.

Tests indicate these daughter plants are not effected

by their parent plant being exposed to the beam and they must be retreated to effect control.

The laser beam does not penetrate the

water surface and has no direct effect on aquatic life below the surface.

Future plruU1ed studies include development of a laser unit for

underuater use.
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Some success has been obtained in controlling submerged vegetation
,

with selective dyes or black plastic 'that filter out all or selective
portions of sunlight in water (40).

The question to be considered in

their use is that the effects are on all vegetation and side effects
include the lake's entire aquatic ecosystem.

In addition to light

limiting effects, one must insure that the substance itself is nontoxic, biologically stable, and non-restrictive to oxygen transfer
reactions with the atmosphere.

,
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OlAPl'ERIII
LAKE EOLA:

A LAKE IN 1HE PROCESS OF BEING RESTORED

Orlando has been experiencing an influx of tourists from allover
the United States in the past few years,

Tourists visiting Walt Disney

World, Cape Kennedy, and the many visitors going to the attractions to
the south often stop over in Orlando for various periods of time,

One

of the previously outstanding attractions of the dOlmtown area was Lake
Eola.

It was noted for its aesthetic appeal and frequent art concerts.

Recently, the fact became evident even to the casual observer that the
Lake had deteriorated ana much of its appealing nature was gone.

PUblic

pressures and other political and private interests reacted to begin
a program of investigation and procedures toward improvement of the
Lake's condition,
Physical Parameters of the Lake
Lake Eola is a land-locked lake receiving runoff and various other
waters through stormsewers serving approximately 350 acres of the surrounding city and residential areas,

There are twenty-two [22] such

stormsewer pipes emptying into the Lake,

The Lake contains about 100

million gallons of water and has a surface area of 28.5 acres,
drainage wells are used to control the water level in the Lake.

Three
Runoff

and dry weather flows from the

storn~ewers

in both quantity and quality,

Surveys conducted prior to restoraticn

(street drains) are variable

canmcncing reported the lake water was clear but had a green and brown
color (characteris tic of algae ac tivity},

In the two months prior to
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drawdown activity, the bottom was visible in shallow regions except

...

where surface build-up of algae was present.

The street drains, and

the build-ups of sand and muck deposits in front of them, could be
seen from a walkway circling the Lake.

Also of interest was the siz-

able populatioqs of ducks, pigeons, and other birds that inhabited
the area immediately surrounding the Lake.
Preliminary Evaluations
Historical water quality records:

These were collected by the

Orange County Pollution Control Department . They represented data
from samples taken on August 19, 1970, February IS, 1972, and February
22, 1972, by a vertical composite method at the Lake middle.
cords indicate a

compara~ively

The re-

low concentration of ortho phosphate,

0.003 to 0.02 mg/l and a significantly higher concentration of total
phosphate of 1.26 mg/l.

Nitrogen was reported at 0.81 to 1 . 57 mg/l as

organic-N and 0.88 to 2.38 mg/l total Nitrogen.

These values were com-

pared with values recorded for Lake Porter, a lake of similar characteristics for which considerably more data was available.
I

These data,

along with data collected by the Florida Technological University staff
for organic content of both water and bottom sediments of Lake Eola,
are available in reference (19) .
Benthos and Algae Analysis:

Bottom samples were taken from four

locations in Lake Eola on February 17, 1972, for benthos analysis.
results of the analysis are also in reference (19).
judged to represent a highly unbalanced ecology (19).

The

These results were
Data was com-

piled for comparison following the restoration process of phytoplankton
counts . A sn~ll plankton bloom was judged to exist at the time (19).
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Bacteria Analysis : Coliform and fecal streptococci analysis were
,

. performe~ to determine whether the lake water was contaminated with

bacteria of fecal origin.

The samples were taken on March 4 and March

6, 1972 . The results indicated contamination with matter of intestinal
origin (19).
Bottom Sediment Analysis : Twenty bottom samples were initially
taken, fourteen of them along the edge, and the other six along an east west transect of the Lake.
tation.

The results of these showed no rooted vege-

Then a study was performed on five additional samples of the

bottom mud.

These samples were obtained from locations in the north,

eas t, south, wes t, and the middle of the Lake and taken back to the
shore for drying.
used .

In this application 2' x 2' x 18" wooden boxes were

Two inches of gravel was placed in the bottom of each box fol-

lowed by 4" of sand then 12" of silt.

Each box had one-half inch holes

one inch from the bottom and all boxes were placed into a ten foot diameter steel tank.

The tank was filled to a six inch depth with water

to simulate actual field conditions.

Results of the six week drying

study of these samples indicated the muds would cbnsolidate about 50%
or 4 to 6 inches, and a dense marsh plant growth will be produced.
These samples were reflooded with 6" of Lake Eola water resulting in
only a minor algae bloom after the third day, the silt stage consolidated, and the marsh plants continued to grow.
Fish Population Analysis : The Florida Game and Fresh Water Fish
Commission conducted a survey on February 8, 1972, using a shock method.
They collected 138 bluegills-shell crackers up to 9" and 27 bass from
8" up to 8 lbs.

''No rough fish of any species were collected by shock-

ing method, but it is presumed a sufficient number persist."

(19)
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Coagulation Experiments : Samples of the Lake water were used in
laboratory experiments using alum ana fly ash as coagulants.

The high

pH of the water, being above the optimum range for coagulation, was

j udged to preclude coagulation from initial restoration procedure of
Lake Eola.

(The results of this work are presented among the various

lake tests in Appendix A.)
Water and Silt Depths:

~!aps

of the water and silt depths were

made and are shown in Figures III-2 and III-3 (19).

Water was noted

to be relatively shallow along the shoreline with the bottom slope increasing rapidly toward the middle of the Lake to provide a maximum
depth of about 22 feet.

Silt depths were noted to be 20 to 25 feet

in the middle of the Lake and range from 0 to 5 feet in areas where
the water depth ranged from 1 to 10 feet.
Surrounding Soil Survey : Soil stability was analyzed for the surrounding area and reported of sufficient stability to permit l owering
of the Lake level by 10 feet . The results indicated foundation failures
of surrounding buildings, sea wall around the Lake, and the large fountain in the Lake would not occur as a result of of a drawdown process .
The Restoration Procedure
The various techniques of lake restoration were considered and the
following procedure was selected:
1.

Provide addi tional street sweeping serv1ce 1n the Lake Eola

Water Shed to remove foreign materials before they enter the Lake.
2.

Extend the inlet discharges further into the Lake to the 10

feet water depth contour by temporary piping or by the removal of silt
banks; for channelization to the deeper wa ters.
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16.
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7.
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17.
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(two) 20" x 36" square outlets

18 .

(two) 24" x 15" oval pipe

8.

16" pipe

19.

12" pipe

9.

36" x 48" square outlet

20 .
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3.

Provide a screening device in catch basins, manholes, or

...

other places within street drains into Lake Eola to remove items entering the Lake.
4.

Drawdown the Lake to the ten [10 J feet water depth contour,

by pumping the.water into the stormsewer at South and Eo1a Street .
The water will be stored in Lake Greenwood (currently dry) for future
use or percolation.

Limited use of the drainage wells should be prac-

ticed.
5.

Clean bottom of junk (cans, glass, etc.) and objectionable

sil ty material exposed, while the water is down, then disc the bottom
and add pure white sand as needed.
6.

Bottom will be exposed to sunlight to reduce orgamc content

and help solidify materia,.
7.

Refill Lake partly with clean well water, restock Lake with

game fish, monitor for one year the effects on the environment, and
use chelated copper, if necessary, for initial algae control . .
8.

Continued program for algae control on the Lake when water

goes above seventy degrees Fahrenheit.
The Drawdown
The drawdown procedure began on June 14, 1972, when the gate controlling

£101;

of water into one of the drainage wells was l owered to

all rn; an estimated six million gallons of water per day to flow into
the well.

As

the water level in the Lake decreased, this method of

water rrunoval became less effective and pwnping operations were needed
as anticipated.

Pumps were employed to move water to a predominately

dry lake several blocks from Lake Eola and, in the final stages , more
pumps were added to move water down the drainage well . Operations
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were hampered and the procedure prolonged due to heavy rains that oc-

...

.curred during the drawing down period.
During the drawdown process a system of continuing surveillance
was employed to record, analyze, and document the various water quality
and physical parameters of the Lake.
assembled elsewhere (41).

These data recordings have been

From the data, it was noted that the concen-

tration of pollutants increased during drawdown; however, the turbidity
or solids in the water did not increase.
Current Status
As

this is being written, drawdown processes have been completed;

that is, a short drying period has been allowed; the exposed bottom
sediments and build-ups

~f

silt and sand deposits have been removed

and disposed of by heavy equipment operations, the resulting surface
is being covered with white sand, the storm sewer pipes are being extended into the Lake, and filtering devices are being added to some
stann sewers.

The Lake Eola Nutrient Model
In light of the current status and remaining steps to be accomplished in the Lake Eola restoration project, a nutrient model is
formulated in order to predict the ultimate results and make recommendations for additional procedure to aid the project, if warranted.
For the purpose of this model, the inputs, outputs, and sinks for
. nutrients must be considered.

The basic mass balance relationship for

the nutrient change in a given volume of water applies in this case .
Nutrient change

=

nutrient inputs - nutrient outputs - sinks

where sinks are the nutrient adsorptions and uptakes by the bottom
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sediments and aquatic life.
AssLUTling a constant volLUTle, thrs can be rewritten as:
V6C

Q

=C

Q

-C

(1)

-K

in in
out out
where V = vo1LUT1e of water in lake, 6C = nutrient concentration change
per unit volume, C.

- concentration of nutrient present in inflows

per unit volLUTle, Qin

=

lfi

volume of inflow, Cout

trient in outfloNs per unit volLUTle, Qout
=

=

concentration of nu-

volune of outfloNs, and K

=

amount of nutrients taken up by sinks.
AssLUTling instantaneous mixing of the existing Nater and the inflows,

and considering the change of floN rates with time, this can be written:
(2)
(C in Qin - C~ut - K) dt
change in nutrient concentration per unit volLUTle, C = con-

VdC
where dC

=

=

centration of nutrient in the lake water at any time

t, and the flows

are in gallons per unit time.
Noting that the detention time, to

=

V/Q, where Q = outflows the

equation becomes:

= -K

+

Cin Qin

(3)

V

Letting B = (lito) and integrating, we arrive at the following
equation:
+

Coe -Bt

(4)

where C = nutrient concentration at any time, t, Co = initial nutrient
concentration in the lake and t

=

zero.

For Ole purposes of this model, all inflows and outflows must
be included along with the nutrient concentration of each floN.
flOl<s applicable to Lake cola are:

The

rainfall, runoff, dry weather storm-

sewer £1Ol<s, evaporation, seepage, and £101< from the lake into the drain-
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age wells.
Letting QR
flow, QE

=

rainfall, QRO

evapora tion, QS

=

=

=

~off, QB

seepage, QW

=

=

dry weather storm sewer

flOl< from the lake into the

drainage wells, all having units of gallons per unit time.
CR

nutrient concentration in rainfall, CRO

=

=

And letting

nutrient concentration

in runoff, CB = nutrient concentration in dry weather stormsewer flow ,
all having units of weight per gallon . Rewriting equation (2) to include these variables results as follows :
VdC

=

[ (CR) (QR) + (CRO) (QRO) + (CB) (QB)

+

C(QE) - C(QS) - C(QII') - Kjdt
(5)

Here it i s noted that evaporation is assumed to leave the associated nutrients in the lake for dilution back into the water.

Also the seepage

flow is represented to flbW out of the lake.
Equation (5) can be integrated to yield an equation similar to
equation (4), but for purposes of this study this is not necessary.
The IBM System/360 Continuous System Modeling Program (CSMP) has excellent application at this point and will be used to simulate actual
and assumed conditions for Lake Eola over a period of years .
The CSMP/360 is a "user oriented" computer programming language
which has application in the simulation of various dynamic time-varying models.

Its use in simulation of these models requires onl y the

description of the system in the form of FORTRAN-type statements and/
or CSMP/360 building block elements.

Only the statements and elements

required to simulate the Lake Eola Nutrient Model will be described here,
but the interested reader is directed to references (42), (43), (44) ,
(45), and (46) for further information, description , and examples of
its use.

The programmed model is ShOlffl in Appendix B.
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The first

C~W/360

building block element employed in this simu-

.'.

lation is a MACRO :
MACRO OUT

=

DELAYS(IC, DELAY, IN)

Tl

=

REALPL(IC ,DELAY /5. ,IN)

TZ

=

REALPL(IC ,DELAY /5. ,Tl)

T3

=

REALPL(IC,DELAY/S. ,TZ)

T4

=

REALPL(IC,DELAY/S. ,T3)

OUT = REALPL(IC,DELAY/S . ,T4)

This element is designed for use when the included computations/statements are needed at several locations within the main segment of the
program . Only the name of the particular

~~CRO

need be specified for

.

its repeated use . The REALPL function included here is a CSMP component which simulates the

~irst

order transfer function l/(KS

+

1).

Five of these blocks in a sequence provide the required signal processing to generate values very closely approximating the values which
would result from integrating equation (4), inserting values for the
known variables, then performing the required computation.

This se-

quence has the effect of the fifth order delay function and has been
used with success before (46).
The MACRO is invoked in the main segment of the program by simply
naming it and supplying the required arguments: e.g.,
NUCO = DELAYS (0 . ,P ,X)
The "FUNCTION" element is designed for treatment of variable relationships which do not follow standard mathematical forms . The "FUNCTION"
statement permits the numerical computer storage of specific pairs of
(X,Y) data points.

The X values, being independent variables, must be

supplied in ascending order.

Then the "AFGEN" function is used, which

so
also provides linear point interpolation , to address the discretized

.'.

curve with any value of the dependent variable.

In this case, the

average monthly values of rainfall and evaporation for Orange County
were obtained and used 1n the FUNCTION statement form:
FUNCTION RAIN = (0 ., 2. 2), (30. ,2 .3), (60.,3 .4)'
where the entries on the right-hand side of the equality represent
pairs of (TIME, RATE IN INGlES PER MaNnI) values.

Time was represented

in days to permit flexibility in value determination intervals many times
per month.

The CSMP logic automatically updates the variable "TIME" in-

t ernal l y through the relationship:
TIME = TIME

+ lit

And manipulations in the body of the program transform the TIME variable
to correspond to the respective months . As TIME advanced, values of
rainfall and evaporation were supplied by the AFGEN function in the
form:
IRAIN = (AFGEN (RAIN, TIME)
The arguments in the statement are the FUNCTION addressed and t he value
of the independent variable used respectively.

Ih the programming of

the model the variable TIME was manipulated to a TIMEIN variable to
allow the more frequent determinations .
The values for rainfall and evaporation used in the program are
tllose obtained from reference (47) . The average yearly seepage of IS
inches out of the Lake was obtained through personal communication I<ith
Mr. Charles Tibbals at the Winter Park office of USGS.

The value for

dry weather stormsewer flow is based on an estimate of more than one half million gallons per day (personal estimate) . Phosphorus was chosen
for its grrn<th limiting potential (9).

The phosphorus concentrations
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associated with the various inflows have the following bases:
,'.

1.

phosphorus in precipitation observed during Lake
Apopka study (10) ranged from .01 to .09 mg/l
(.05 mg/1 used in program),

2.

Bryan found urban runoff in Durham, North Carolina
to contain a mean phosphorus concentration of 0.58
mg/1 (0.58 and 0.29 mg/1 used in the two runs of
the program) ,

3.

analysis of the water coming from the stonn sewer
pipes into Lake Eola ranged from 0.03 to 3.2 mg/l
total phosphorus (0.2 mg/1 used in program).

Many regular FORTRAN statements were required throughout the program
to convert these f1m,s and concentrations to the basis of million
gallons per month and pounds per million gallons respectively.
Restr ictions were added in the body of the program to prevent negative flows from the

we~ls,

and corrections were included for concen-

trations should a change in volume result in the lake from the flOl,s occurring during a respective time period.

Neither of these manipula-

tions were effected during running of the program because at no point
were the flows occuring at such a rate to change the voltmle or cause
the indication of negative well flows.
The plotting of the respective outputs US1J1g the CSMP/360 is accomplished by simply including a statement in the fonn:
PRTPLT X
where X is the variable resulting from computations at the specified
time increment.

The time increments at which the computations are

performed and which results are included are specified by the values
assigned to the "DELT" and "OUIDELT" variables respectively . The
value given "FINTIM" specifies the duration of the run.

The output

for this program are the resulting values for the various parameters
at the time indicated in months from the start of the simulation.
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Time 1.0 indicates January of the first year of simulation; time 2.0
February of the first year, etc.

..

The fact must be noted here that for purposes of the simulation
the variable for the sinks (K in equation 4) was changed in sign there fore negative values in the output for the "BIOTIC J3(JITQ\1

SEDI~IENT

ABSORPTION/RELEASE RATES" indicate a phosphorus uptake rather than a
release to the lake water.
An attempt is made to approximate the cycling of nutrients between

the water, the biota, and the bottom sediments for purposes of this
model .

These uptakes are dependent on many variables and the present

state of technology provides no effective method of accurately predicting them .

In this attempt, the average value of the phosphorus concen-

tration present in the water of Lake Eola during the drawdown procedure
was used to calculate an initial guess of what this uptake might be.
However, using this value for K during trial runs of the program resulted in negative phosphorus concentrations.

Therefore, during subsequent

runs K was adjusted each time the phosphorus concentration in the lake
went below the lowest value observed during drawdown (0.001 mg/1).

The

adjustment of K was continued until the resulting concentration was at
or above 0.001 mg/I.

When that occurred the initial guess for K 'was

again used and this process of changes was continued for the duration
of the experiments.
For calculations of runoff, a runoff coefficient of 0.76 was used
based on an estimate of 80 percent roofed or paved cover and 20 percent
sand or grass cover of the drainage area.
Results of the Lake Eola Nutrient

~1ode1

The printouts of the Lake's volume, well flows, and runoff input,
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and the phosphorus content of the Lake water and the runoff are shown
in Appendix B.

..

These parameters are shown plotted versus time in months

for a four year period.

A review of the plots reveals that a constant

volume can be anticipated for the Lake.

The well and runoff flows

show the cycling effects associated with varying rainfall rates for
different months of the year.

The plots of the Biotic/Bottom Nutrient

Release/Absorption Rates indicate the phosphorus uptakes used in generating the corresponding phosphorus concentrations for the Lake.

The

resulting concentrations and rates from using a phosphorus concentration
in runoff of 0.58 mg/l are shown on pages 76 through 81 inclusive, and
from using 0.29 mg/l on pages 83 through 87 inclusive.

It is interest-

1ng to note that the maximum phosphorus concentration resulting when
the runoff concentration of 0.29 mg/l was used with the estimated biotic/
bottom rates was 0. 15052 mg/l which is very close to the maximum of 0.15
mg/l observed in the Lake water during drawdown.

The CSMP automatically

supplied the minimums and maximums of the requested outputs and time of
first occurrence as shown on pages 73 and 82 for the two simulations.
The plots of phosphorus concentration in the'Lake, with or without
the biotic/bottom activity, demonstrate the relatively large concentrations that can be anticipated after the current planned procedures for
Lake Eola are completed.

The plots of phosphorus contribution by run-

off would tend to indicate a necessity for including a prOvision for
phosphorus removal from the street drain inputs to the Lake.
Based on these results alone, the Lake can be expected to return
to its deteriorated state ',ithin a relatively short period of time i f
some provision for treatment of the flOl,s from the street drains is not
added to the plans.
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CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
The restoration of lakes is in its infancy and little operational
data is available on the subject.

Procedures in lake restorations are

being expanded to include all factors that contribute to, or that could
subsequently effect , the overproductive and/or polluted conditions of
the lake.

These procedures have the purpose of returning the normal

aquatic balance to the lake in order to improve the lake's water quality
and usefulness.

The individual characteristics of a lake must be eval-

uated in order to formulate the system of complementary techniques to
be employed in the particular restoration procedure.
The degree of improvement accomplished by a lake restoration project will depend on:

1) correctly evaluating the problems associated

with the particular lake, 2) the extent of controls placed on sources
of- pollution for the lake, 3) the availability of current techniques
applicable to the lake, and 4) the economic resources of the project.
The establishment of lake ranking system similar to the TSI system
would provide a simple method of explaining lake conditions and assign
chronological priorities for lakes needing treatment.
In general only vague conclusions have been drawn on the various
techniques currently availab l e for lake restoration purposes.

The

future of our lakes will depend on the improvement and development
of tecIuliques of pollution control and the advancement of technology
to the extent that we can define and maintain a desirable balance of
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aquatic life forms associated with lakes.
At present, the drawdown method"appears to offer the most advantages for lake restoration purposes.

It allows the replenishment with

high quality water, the manipulation of potentially pollutional and
biologically unfavorable bottom sediments, and what appears to be the
reasonable control of aquatic plants.
A nutrient model was developed for Lake Eola.

The model is effec-

tive in predicting and illustrating the relatively large phosphorus
concentrations that can be anticipated for Lake Eola under the existing
condi tions.

lVi th only modification of the various flOl;s and associated

concentrations, the model can be adapted to other lake situations.
The results obtained from application of the nutrient model to the
Lake Eola situation indicate a necessity for treatment of the stormsewer
effluents to insure the success of the restoration project.
Recorrmenda tions
The conditions of some central Florida lakes warrant the elimination of all controllable pollution inputs.

The sources of pollution

requiring urgent consideration are urban stormwater, untreated wastewater and wastewater treatment plant discharges, and agricultural drainage and runoff.

The extent of control effected on these pollution in-

puts to lakes could be the major factor determining requirements for
lake restorations in the future .
lVhen the restoration of a lake

1S

required, the problems and phy-

sical parameters of the particular lake must be inventoried and evaluated, the current lake restoration techniques must be assessed to determine tllose applicable to the particular lake, then a system of
complementary procedures can be formulated for restoring the lake.
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While no one procedure fits all lake situations, the drawdown method
"

•

.is recommended when a mechanism of discharge of the water is available
that will not result in some other environmental stress.
The drawdolin method appears to have been the best procedure available for Lake Eola, but provisions for treatment of street drain flows
are recommended for addition to the current plans.

The stormwater 1n-

puts and free-flowing street drains must be purified to insure the success of the drawdown or the Lake will return within the immediate future
to its previous eutrophic state.

•

•

,
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APPENDIX

A

RESULTS OF COAGULATION TESTS

,
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RESULTS
1.

First Analysis
Date:

January 12-13, 1972

Lake water used:

Lake McCoy

Type fly ash used:
Original pH:

Oil

6.1

Original color:

80

Size of jar samples:

1,000 milliliter

Time permitted to settle:

24 hours

Jar No.

Fly Ash Added

pH After Floc.

Color After Floc.

1

500 mg

6.2

80

2

500 mg

6.1

80

3

1,000 mg

4.8

90

4

1,000 mg

5.0

90

5

1,500 mg

4.6

175

6

1,500 mg

4.4

175

NOTES : Some fly ash remained in small mixing jar when returning mixture to large jar for rapid mix and flocculation.
Filterable and non-filterable residues not measured during
this analysis.
pH decreased and color increased after flocculation proportional to amount of fly ash added .
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2. Second Analysis

..

Date : January 19-21, 1972
Lake water used : Lake McCoy
Type fly ash used:

Oi l

Original pH : 6.1
Ori ginal color :

80

Or iginal filterable res i due:

50 mg/l

Original non-filterable residue :
Size of jar samples :

1,000 milliliter

Time permitted to settl e:

J ar No.

24 mg/l

pH Before Floc .

48 hours

Fly Ash Added pH After Color After

1

6 .1

500 mg

6.6

65

2

6.1

800 mg

6 .0

75

3

6 . 5'

500 mg

6 .4

70

4

6.5'

800 mg

6 .3

85

5

7.0'

500 mg

6.8
,,

70

6

7.0'

800 mg

6.8

85

• pH raised with NaOH prior to adding f l y aSh . '

•
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Jar No.

Filterable Non-Filterable % Reduction % Reduction
Residue , ,
Residue
Fil. Res .
Non- fi1. Res .

1

2.0 rug/I

32.0 mg/l

96

-35

2

1.0 mg/l

38.0 mg/l

98

-58

3

5.2
. mg/l

25.4 rug/ I

89

- 6

4

5.2 rug/I

39.0 rug/I

89

-62

5

4.0 rug/I

19.6 mg/l

92

18

6

0 . 0 mg/l

33.0 mg/l

100

-38

NOTES : Negative values in percent reduction indicate percent increase
in non-filterable residue after flocculation .
Some fly ash remained in small mixing jar when returning mixture to large jar for rapid mix and flocculation .

.

Color decreased in all jars except 4 and 6 where 800 mg/l of
fly ash was added to the jars of higher pH values and more of a decrease was noted in jar 1 where 500 mg/l fly ash was added and no pH
ad jus tmen t was made .
In general, the pH decreases with flocculation at all jar pH
,
values observed and any amount of fly ash (oil) added.
Filterable residue was greatly decreased in all jars but offset by the increase in non-filterable residue.
3.

Third Analysis
Date:

January 25-27, 1972

Lake water used:

Lake McCoy

Type fly ash us ed:
Original pH:

Oil

6 .0

Original color:

SO

Original filterable residue:

58 mg/l
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Original non-filterable residue:
Size of jar samples :

* 1*1

.'.

1,000 milliliters

Time permitted t o settle:
Jar No.

16 mg/l

pI! Before Floc .
.

48 hours

Fly Ash Added pH After Color After

1

6 .0

200 mg

6.3

SO

2

6.0

400 mg

6.1

55

3

6 . 5*

200 mg

6.6

SO

4

6.5'

400 mg

6 .5

55

5

7.0'

200 mg

7.0

SO

6

7.0'

400 mg

6 .9

55

raised with NaOH prior to adding fly ash

Jar No .

Filterable Non-filterable % Reduction % Reduction
Residue
Residue
Fil. Res.
Non-fil. Res.

1

28 mg/l

127 mg/l

62

- 609

2

16 mg/l

288 mg/l

72

-1700

3

2 mg/l

150 mg/l

96

4

36 mg/l

246 mg/l

38

-1435

5

13 mg/l

100 mg/l

78

- 525

6

18 mg/l

175 mg/l

69

- 995

,

- 840

NCJI'ES : No fly ash was allm,ed to remain in small mixing jar when returning mixture to large jars for rapid mix and flocculation . This was accomplished by sl,irling the mixture in the small jar and poring immediately.

This fact may be connected in some way with the large increases

in non-filterable residue .

pH appears to have remained relatively constant on this run.
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Color increased with 400 mg fly ash mixtures but remained con-

..

stant with the 200 mg fly ash mixtures.
Good decrease in filterable residue in all jars.
4.

Fourth Analysis
Date:

February 8-10, 1972

Lake water used:

Lake Claire

Type fly ash used:
Original pH:

Coal

6.2

Original color:

50

Original filterable residue:

46 mg/l

Original non-filterable residue:
Size of jar sample used:
.

48 "mg/l

1,000 milliliters

Time permitted to settle :

48 hours

Jar .No .

pH Before Floc.

1

6.2

200 mg

7.4

50

2

6.2

200 mg

7.4

50

3

6.2

500 mg

8.8

4

6.2

500 mg

8.8

50

5

6.2

800 mg

9.3

50

6

6.2

800 mg

9.3

50

,

Fly Ash Added pH After Color After

I

50
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Jar No.

Filterable Non-filterable % Reduction % Reduction
Residue
Residue
Fi l. Res.
Non-fil. Res .

1

28 mg/l

25 mg/l

39

48

2

40 mg/l

17 mg/l

13

65

3

39 .mg/l

70 mg/l

15

- 46

4

80 mg/l

100 mg/l

-74

-108

5

74 mg/l

130 mg/ l

-61

-171

6

90 mg/l

.130 mg/l

-96

-171

NOTES : No fly ash remained in small mixing jar when returning mixture to large jars prior t o rapid mix and flocculation.
pH increased at all l evels fly ash addit ion and the i ncrease

was not proportional to the amount of f l y ash added .
Fil terable and non-filterable residue reduction can only be
accomplished "hen the amount of fly ash (coal) added is less than
some value betl<een 200 and 500 mg/l . Additional analysis are needed
to determine that value .
No color change not ed .

,
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1.

Run 1 - Lake Eo1a - Original Sample
pH:

.',

89

Color:

70 uni ts

Turbidity:

18 J1U

Filterable Residue:

10 mg/l

Non-filterable:

120 mg/1

Zeta Potential:

27.3
A. Stirrer #1
(6 ea. l "liter jars)

AlLDTIinum
Jar # Sulfate Add .
mg/1

Res
pH After Fi1
After

Non-fil Color Turb.
After

1

5

. 7 .9

10 mg/l

140

40

10

2

5

8.1

15 mg/1

134

35

15

3

10

8.2

17 mg/1

102

35

18

4

10

7.8

19 mg/1

85

--

3

5

15

7.8

5 mg/1

100

10

1

6

15

7.7

10 mg/l

92

40

22

•

B. Stirrer #2
(6 ea. 1 liter jars)

Jar #

Florida
Fly Ash
mg/1

pH After

Fil Res
After

Non-fi1
After

1

100

8.4

5 mg/1

80

41

12

2

100

8.5

5 mg/l

20

38

14

3

250

8 .9

105

38

17

4

250

8.9

45

41

15

5

500

9.1

80

39

17

6

500

9.1

o mg/l
o mg/l
o mg/l
o mg/1

65

40

16

,

Color Turb.
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C. Stirrer #3
(6 ea . 1 l ifer jar s)
Northern
Jar #

Fly Ash

pH

After

FiI.

Non-HI

Color

Turb .

mg/l
1

100

8. 2

1

175

30

9

2

100

8. 2

2

135

41

24

3

250

8.3

a

210

45

18

4

250

8.3

5

180

15

8

5

500

8.4

2

199

29

9

6

500

8.4

a

168

45

21

LAKE EOLA - RUN 1

Stirrer #

.

1
1
1
1
1
1
2
2
2
2
2
2
3
3
3
3
3
3
NCnES:

Jar #
1
2
3
4
5
6
1
2
3
4
5
6
1
2
3
4
5
6

% Reduction

FiI. Res .

% Reduction
Non -FiI. Res .

a

- 50
- 70
- 90
50

a

50
50
100
100
100
100
90
80
100
50
80
100

I

-17
-12
15
29
17
24
2S
83
12
58
25
46
-46
-12
-75
-50
-66
-40

A color reduction of about 50% is noted in all jars tested.
pll drecrcased in jars wher e aluminum sulfate and where the nor-

them fly ash was used.

The pH of the jars where Florida fly ash (coal)

66
was used, decreased at the 100 mg/l l evel, remained constant at the 250
, ',

mg/1 level, and increased at the 5UO mg/1 level of f l y ash added .
Fil terabl e and non-filterabl e residues were observed to decr ease
i n j ar s where Florida fly ash was added.

The northern fly ash reduced the

fil terable residue but a significant increase in non-fil terabl e residue
r esul ted in each jar where the northern fly ash was added .
Turbidity results are significant only to the extent that a s l ight
decrease in turbidity can be expected with all concentrations used of the
three coagulants.
pH

2.

Run

pH:

of original sampl es

2 - Lake Eola

1S

above isoelectric point .

Original Sample

8.7

Color:

18 units

Turbidity:

6 JTU

Fil terable Residue:
" Non-filterable:

13 mg/l

132 mg/l

Zeta Potential:

18.8
A. Stirrer #1
(6 ea . 1 liter jars)

Aluminum
J ar # Sulfate Add.
mg/l

pH

Res
After Fil
After

Non-fil Res
After

Color Turb .

1

20

7. 7

2 mg/ l

294

10

2

2

20

7.8

5 mg/l

343

2

3

35

7.7

6 mg/l

237

a
a

4

35

7.8

3 mg/l

180

2

a
a

5

50

7.7

191

a

1

6

50

7. 7

a mg/l
a mg/l

203

10

a

•
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B. St irrer #2
(6 ea. 1 l i ter jar s)

Jar #

Florida
Fly Ash
rng/l

pH After

Fil Res
After

1

150

8.2

0

2

150

8. 2

3

300

4

Non-fi1 Res
After

Color

Turb.

175

22

2

13

151

25

1

8.4

25

179

10

2

300

8.5

13

170

5

4

5

500

8.6

14

194

7

0

6

500

8 .6

10

218

15

3

C. Stirrer #3
(6 ea . 1 liter jars)

Jar #

Northern
Fly Ash
mg/l

pH After

Fi1 Res
After

Non-fil Res
After

Color

Turb .

1

150

8.2

13

147

10

1

2

150

8.2

5

208 ,,

0

1

3

300

8.1

2

192

12

0

4

300

8.1

0

244

0

0

5

500

8. 2

0

209

10

3

6

500

8.2

0

250

15

0

,
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LAKE EOLA - RUN 2

.

"

Stirrer #
1
1
1
1
1
1
2
2
2
2
2
2
3
3
3
3
3
3
!-OTES:

Jar #

% Reduction
Fil. Res.

Reduction
Non-Fil . Res.

85
61
54

8
23

-47
-160
-80
-36
-45
-54
-33
-14
-35
-29
-4 7
-65

a

-11

1
2
3
4
5
6
1
2
3
4
5
6
1
2
3
4
5•
6

77

100
100
100
-

a
92
a

61
85
100
100
100

%

-58
-45
-85
-50
-89

Color reduction is noted in all jars except those where 150 mg/l

Florida fly ash is added .
pH decreased in all jars.

Alllllinllll Sulfate as coagulant.

The greatest pH decrease

1S

noted using

The lesser decrease, occured in jars where
,

Florida fly ash was added.
A general reduction of fi l terable residue is noted in all jars
accompanied by a significant increase in nonfilterable residue.
Turbidity is noted to have decreased more in the jars where aluminum sulfate and northern fly ash were used as coagulant than in those
where the Florida fly ash was used .
The pH of the original sample is above the isoelectric point and
optimLnll floc formation is not to be expected.
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•••• CONTINUOUS

•
•
•
MACRO

SYS1E~

~COELI~G

PRCGRA~

••••

LAKE EDL. PHOSPHORUS CCNCENTRATIONS
OUT-OELAY5tIC.OElAY.INI
TI-REAlPltIC.OELAY/5.,INI
n-REALPLt Ie. anA Y15. ,Til
n-REAlPlIIC.DElAY/5. ,T2)
Tt,-REALPl ( Ie. onA YIS • • 01
OUT "RE AL Pli Ie. DELAY 15 •• HI

E:HOMAC
INITIAL

•

•
CONSTANT

CE"51.1,QSP s 15.0,CSS-187.5.Al-28.5.AO-350.0
CONSTANT CR_50.b,CR_O.05.C s Q.0745.CSij_O.2.CRO_O.29,CL_O.OOI
CONSTANT KC-.16,VCLI*lOO.

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

CONSTANTS ARE
Of "AvERAGE YEARLY eVAPORATION IN INCHES
QSP " AvERAGE YEARLY SEEPAGE IN INCHES
QS6 • AVERAGE YEARLY DRY aEATHER INFl'" FRC~ STCR~ SEwERS IYG)
Al • AREA OF LAKE IN ACRES
OR "AVERAGE YEARLY RAINFAll
AD "AREA OF DRAINAGE 8ASIN IN ACRES
C
"AVERAGE NUTRIENT CONCENTRATICN IN LAKE IPP~I
CL ~ NUTRIENT CONCENTRATION LOW E88 (PPMI
CR ~ N~TRIENT CONCENTRATICN IN RAIN IPP~I
CS8 .. N~TRIENT CONCENTRATlCN IN ORY Ir!EATHER Sc~I:R FLOW IPP"')
CRO - NUTRIENT CONCENTRATION IN RUNOFF IPP~)
KC _ RUNOFF COEF FOR QRAINAGE 8ASIN
VOLI- INITIAL LAKE VOLLME IN ~ILLICN GALLONS

I~PORTANT

••
••
•
•
•
•

FUNCTION RAlN_(.C,2.I,(30 •• 2.C),ltO.,2.3I,190.,3 . 4I,1120.,3.SI, •••
1150. ,3.6) .1180. ,6.),1210 •• 8.0) .1240. ,1.0) .1270. ,7.3 I ••••
()OO. ,4.0 I, I 330 •• 1.6). ()to •• 2.0)

•FUNCTION
•

EVAP-(.C.2.ll.130.,2.2I,(60.,2.61,(90.,3.91,(120.,5.51 ••••
1150 •• 6.1 I .1180 •• 5.81, (210. ,6.21, 1240. ,5.51. 1210. ,4.4 I ••••
1300 •• 3.11,(330 •• 2.41.1360 •• 2.2)

NOSORT

•

•
•

••

••
•

INITIAL COMPUTATIONS
O. COMPUTE NUTRIENT CONCENTRATIONS IN
C (,-C.8. lit
CLL·CL·8.3t,
CRR-CR·8.3t,
CS88-CS8.8. H
CROO-CRO.S.34
1. FINO AVERAGE ~ONTHLY FLO~ FROM RAIN
ORM-IOR/I12 •• 12.) ).Al.43560 ••• 000C0148

LB/~G

I~TO

2. FINO AVERAGE ~ONTHLY FLOIr! FROM RUNOFF
ORO_(IKC·QRl/t12 •• 12.1,·AO·43560.·.00000148
3. FINO AvERAGE ~ONTkLY FLCIr! OF SEEPAGE
QSPM-IIQSP/I12.·12.II·AL·t,3560.*0.00DD01481

L~KE
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*

•_
•_

~. FINO A~ERAGE ~ONTHl~ EVAPCRATION
OEM-' ICE/IIZ.-IZ.))*Al-435&C.-.00000748)

5. FINe AVERAGE
Q8"'-OS8/12.
b. FINe

A~ERAGE

~ONTHl~

DRY kEATHEA SEkER Flew

~ONTHlV

FlOk

I~T C

W~ll

OWI·ORM.QRO.OBM-osp~-oe~

•-

IFIOWI .CE. 0.0) GO TO 10
ow"'·o.
7. FIND VOLUME OF 'ltATER

IN lAKE

VOl·VOll·QRU.CAM.06~-QEM-'SPM

••

CC-ICI-VOlII/VUl
GO TO 20
10 CONTINuE
OWM"OItiI
CCaCI
20 CaNT INUE
8 . fiNO ESTIMATE OF 8 I eTle/Ke TT O'"

AElEASE/ASSCRPTIQ~

KB6al.Ok"'_CC_OAO_CRG O _QE"'·CC·CSP"'·CC_QB"'·CSBe_~A"'_CAA)

DYNAMIC
NOSOAr

•
•

FINe RAINFAll AND RuNOFF FlCk AATES
IFITIME.GE.36.) GO TO 50
IFtTIME.GE.24.) GO TO 40
IFITIME.GE.IZ.I GO TO 3C
TIMEIN"lC.-T1"'E
GO TO 10
30 CONTIN\"E
TIMEIN~(TTME-12.)·30.

GO TO 70

40 CaNT INUE
TIME IN-' T IME-24. '-]0.
GO TO 1C
50 CONTINIJE
TIMEINaCTIM~-]6.)·30.

10 CONTINlIE
IEVAP_AFGE~leVAPITI"'EINI
IRAIN~AFGENIRAIN.TI",eINI

•
•
_
•

FINO IN-FLOW FADM AAIN
CRAIN- ' IAAIN/IZ.I.AL-4]56C.-.0000014B
FINe IN-FLOW OF RUNOFF
ORS-C t IRAIN-KCI1l2.I-AO-43560.-.00DOD148
FINO PHOSPHORUS IN RUNOFF
RQPHO-CRS-CROO
FINO EVAPORATION RATE
OEVAP-IIEvAP/12.'-AL-43560.-.00000748
fiNe VOLUMe OF WATER IN LAKE
OW-QRAIN.ORS·08M-OEvAP-QSPM
IFICW.GE.O.) GO TO 80
OlolW- O.
VOLA_VOLI.QRAIN.QAS.~6M-OEVAP-CSP'"

GO TO 90
80 CONTINUE
QWW_O~

VOL A-VOL I
90 CONTINUE

AATE
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SOR T

•
•
••

FINO NUTRIENT CONe ~JTH ~ c BICTle I 80TTC~ CC~SICERATIONS
NerE ,sp~ .. '~ERAGE ~CNTHlY DRY _EATHER Sf _fR FlC" I~GI
c.~ ... ELL FLOk IN ~ILlION GALL ONS FOR
~CNT~

KI-CW.·CSPM-QEvAP
KZ-QR,S · CAOO tCRA ,H·CRRtCBM- CS8 8
P·VOl 11K I
X-I(21Kl

NUCOt-CfLAY510.,P.X)
NUCO IP ·INUCCl/8') ~'·IV Ol I/V C LAI

•
..

F INO NUTRIENT CONe USING INITIAL EST I MAT E OF B. ABeve
10(2-1(2 +1< 8B
1C2"KK2IK 1

NUC02-CE LA Y510 .,P,x 2 1
NUC02P· IN UC02/8 .)~).IV O LI/V O LAI

NOSCAT

..

ADJUST BIC Tle/ BO TT OM RATfS IF
IFf~UC02P.lT.CLl

~EceSSARY

GO TO I CC

KBS·KBB

NUCC-NI,;C02
GO TO 1 30

100 CONTlHLE
NUCO-CLL
KU-CLLtK l

KBS"(K IK- K2, tCVOlA/YOL II
130 CONT IN UE

•

NUCCP.NLCO/8.3~

•
•
•
•
•
••
•
•
•

.... ETHOD REO
PR.TPLT KBS

LABEL BI OT IC /BO TT OM NUTRIENT RELEASE/ABSORPTION RATES IP CUhCS PEA ~ CN T~)
PATPLT ~UCO
LABEL TOTAL P~CAP~OAUS CONCENtAA'JC~ (LB/~G)
PA t PL T NUCOP
LABEL TOTAL P~CAP~OAUS CONCENTAAtlCN 'PP~)
PATPLT QlrjW
LABEL WELL FL O" ("'ILL I ON GALLONS PER ",m.TH)
PRTPL T VOLA
LABEL LAKE VO L U ~ E (MILLION GALL OhS)
PRTPL T QRS
LABEL RUNOFF 'MILLION GALLONS PEA "'ONTH)
PRTPL T ROP"O
LABEL P~OSP~ORUS IN AUN OFF (PCUNCS PEA ~ONTHI
PRTPLT NUCOIP
LABEL PHOS PHORUS CONCENTRATION .. ITH NO BICTIC/BCTTC~ CCNS I CEA 'TJ ONS (PPM)
TIMER PRCEL.~8 •• 0U TOEL.l •• FINTI~.~B •• OELT • • 1

END

STOP
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•
PROSlEM CURATrON C.O
\lARUeLE

Hueo
'"'

NUCQP

CWo
VOLA

CR'
ROPHe

NUCOIP

Tl1'1E

"'INIMUM
-2.5828E 02
8.HOOE-03
1.0000E-03
2.5595£ 01
l.oaOOE 02
1.1556E 01
5.5900£ 0 1

0.0

TC

~.

3000E

CO

C.O
0.0
1 . 1000E 01

C. C
1.1000E 01
1.1 000 E 01

0.0

4.BCOCE 01
1I I'e

"'AlII "'l.'"
-9 . 6H6E 01
2.0862E 00
2.5014E-Ol
7.3831£ 01

8 . 8000E 00
8 . 8000E 00
1.000 CE 00

Z. H49 E 02
5.2548£-01

0. 0
7.00a OF 00
7.00 00E 00
2.0200e 0 1

1.0 COOE cz
5.77801:: 0 1

C.O
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LAKE VOLUME

l"'ILLlO~

GALLONS I
,.INIMUM

veLA
1.0aooe

T1fii1e

0.0
I.OOOOE
2.0000£
3.0000E
1o.0000E
5.0000e
6 . 0000e
7.0000E
8.0000e
9.0000E
1.0000E
1.1000E
1.2000e

1.)OOOE
1.4000e
1.5000e
1.6000e
1.7000e
1.8000e
1.9000e
2.0000e
2.1000e
2.2000e
2.3000e
2.4000E
2.5000E
2.6000E
2.7000E
2.8000E
2.9000E
3.0000e
3 . 1000e
3.2000f;
3.3000E
).4000e
3.5000E
3.6000e
3.1000E
3.8000e
3.9000E
4.0000E
4.1000E
4.2000E
4.3000e
4.4000E
4.5000e
4.6000E
4.1000e
.li.8000E

00
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
01
Ol
Ol
Ol
Ol
01
Ol
Ol
01
01

01
01
01
Ol

01
01
01
01
01

01
01

01
01
01
01
01
Ol

01
01
01
Ol

01
01
01
01
01
01
01
01

I • OOOOE
1.0000E

I.coooe

1. OOOOE

1. ooooe
I . COOOE
I.CCCOE

I.ooooe

1. OOooE

1.00aoe
I.COCOE
1.0000E
1.000ee
1 . ooooe
1.0000e
1.00coe
1.0000e
1.0000e
1.0000e
1.0000e
1.000eE
1.0000e
1.0000E
1.0000e
1.0000e
1.0000E
1.0000E
I.COOOE
I.OOOOE
I.OOOOE
I.OOOOE
1 . 0000e
1.0000E
1.0000E
1.0000E
1.0000E
1.0000e
1.0000E
1.0000E
1.0000E
1.0000E
1.0000e
1.0000E
1.0000E
1.0000E
I.OOOOE
1.0000e
I.OOOOE

PAGE
VOLA

VERSUS TI",e

C.O
02
02
02
02
02
02
02
02
02
02
02
C2
02
02
02
02
02
C2
02
02
02
02
02
02
02
02
02
02
02
02
02
02
02
02
02
02
02
02
02
02
02
02
02
02
02
02
02
02
02

M6X!foOU'"

2 . 00001:. 02

-------------------------+
-------------------------+
-------------------------+
-------------------------+
-------------------------+
-------------------------+
-------------------------+
-------------------------+
-------------------------+
-------------------------+
-------------------------+
-------------------------+
-------------------------+
-------------------------+
-------------------------+
-------------------------+
-------------------------+
-------------------------+
-------------------------+
-------------------------+
-------------------------+
-------------------------+
-------------------------+
-------------------------+
-------------------------+
-------------------------+
-------------------------+
-------------------------+
-------------------------+
-------------------------+
-------------------------+
-------------------------+
-------------------------+
-------------------------+
-------------------------+
-------------------------+
-------------------------+
-------------------------+
-------------------------+
-------------------------+
-------------------------+
-------------------------+
-------------------------+
-------------------------+
-------------------------+
-------------------------+
-------------------------+
-------------------------+
-------------------------+
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PAGE

well FLOW IMllllON GALLONS PER MONTHI
~INIMUM

TI ",e

u••

0.0
1.0000E
2.0000E
3.0000E
4.0000E
5.0000E
6.0000E
1.0000£
8.0000E
9.0000£
1.0000E
1.1000E
1.2000E
1.3000E
1.10000E
1.5000E
I.MOOE
1.7000E
1 .8000E
1.9000E
2.0000E
2.1000E
2.2000E
2.3000£
2.4000£
2.5000£
2.6000E
2.1000E
2.8000£
2.9000£
;.0000£
3.1000E
3.2000E
3.3000E
3.10000E
3.5000£
3.6000E
3.1000E
3.8000£
;.9000£
... OOOOE
1o.1000E
4.2000£
1o.3000E
4.4000£
4.5000£
4.6000£
4.7000£
4.8000E

00
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
01
01
01
01
01
01
01
01
01
01
01
01
01
01
01
01
01
01
01
01
01
01
01
01
01
01
01
01
01
01
01
01
01
01
01
01
01
01
01

2.5595E 01

2.8948£ 01
2.89108E 01
3.1037E 01
3.8821E 01
3.8389E 01
3.8260E 01
5.8lit8E Cl
1.3831E 01
6.6376E 01
6.9626£ 01
1o.3780E 01
2.5595£ C I
2.89108E Cl
2.8948£ 01
3.1031E 01
3.8821E 01
3.8389£ 01
3.8260E 01
5.8141£ Ct
1.3831E 01
6.6316£ 01
6.9626E 01
4.3180£ 01
2.5595£ 01
2.8948E 01
2.89"8£ 01
3.1031E 01
3.8827E 01
;.8389£ 01
3.8260E 01
5.8141£ 01
7.3831£ 01
6.6376E 01
6.9626£ 01
... H80£ at
2.5595E 01
2.8948€ 01
2.8948E C 1
3.1037E 01
3.8827E 01
3.8389£ C 1
3.8260E 01
5.8147E 01
1.3830E 01
6.6376E 01
6.9626£ 01
4.3781£ 01
2.5595£ O.
2.8948E 01

I

Coo

VERSUS TIME

~.)(I"'U'"

1.3811£ 01
I

---+

---+
-----+

-------------+
-------------+
-------------+
---------------------------------+
-------------------------------------------------+
------------------------------------------+
---------------------------------------------+
------------------+
•

---+
---+
-----+

-------------+
-------------+
-------------+
---------------------------------+
-------------------------------------------------+
------------------------------------------+
---------------------------------------------+
------------------+
•

---+
---+
-----+

-------------+
-------------+
-------------+
---------------------------------+
-------------------------------------------------+
------------------------------------------+
---------------------------------------------+
------------------+
•
---+
---+
-----+

-------------+
-------------+
---------------------------------+
-------------------------------------------------+
------------------------------------------+
-------------------------------------.-------+
------------------+

-------------+

•

---+
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PhCSPHORUS CONCENTRATION "ITM NO
~INI~U~

TI~E

Io.'oOOOE

".5000E
'o.6000E
".7000E
Io.8000E

00
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
01
01
01
01
01
01
01
01
01
01
01
01
01
01
01
01
01
01
01
01
01
01
01
01
01
01
01
01
01
01
01
01
01
01
01
01
01
01
01

NUC01P
0.0
3.1079E-03
6.041H-02
I.HS5E-Ol
3.3244E-OI
4.1605E-01
4.8030E-OI
5.1953E-OI
5.2528E-OI
5.2245E-OI
5.1382E-Ol
5.0587E-0 I
4.9453E-Ol
4.7198E-Ol
4.4586E-OI
4.2693E-OI
4 .2803E-0 I
4.4952E-Ol
4.8750E-Ol
5.2009E-Ol
5.2530E-Ol
5. 2246E-0 1
5.1382E-Ol
5.0581E-Ol
4.9453E-Ol
4.7198E-Ol
4.4586E-Ol
4.2693E-Ol
4.2803E-Ol
4.4'l52E-01
4.8150E-Ol
5.2009E-Ol
5.2530E-Ol
5.2246E-Ol
5.1382~-01

5.0581E-Ol
4.9453E-Ol
'0. 7198E-0 I
4.4586E-Ol
'0.2693£-01
'o.2803E-01
4.4952E-OI
4.8750E-Ol
5.2009E-OI
5.2530E-OI
5 . 2246E-Ol
5.1382E-Ol
5.0587E-OI
".9453E-Ol

CONSIDERATIONS

~UC01P

VERSUS

TI~e

IPP~

PAGE
~AXI~U~

~.2548e-CI

0.0
0.0
I.OOOOE
2.0000E
3.0000E
4.0000E
5.0000E
6.0000E
7.0000E
8.0000E
9.0000E
1.0000E
1.1000E
1.2000E
1.3000E
1.'oOOOE
1.5000E
1.6000E
1.7000E
1.8000E
1.'1000E
2.0000E
2.1000E
2.2000E
2.3000E
2.4000E
2.5000E
2.6000E
2.1000E
2.8000E
2.9000E
3.0000E
3.1000E
3.2000E
3.3000E
3."000E
3.5000E
3.6000E
3.1000E
3.8000E
3.9000E
4.0000E
.. .1000E
4.2000E
".)OOOE

810TIC/eOTTC~

•
•
-----+

r

------------------+
-------------------------------+
---------------------------------------+
---------------------------------------------+
-------------------------------------------------+
-------------------------------------------------+
-------------------------------------------------+
------------------------------------------------+
------------------------------------------------.
-----------------------------------------------+
--------------------------------------------+
------------------------------------------+
----------------------------------------+
----------------------------------------+
------------------------------------------+
----------------------------------------------+

-------------------------------------------------.

-------------------------------------------------f
-------------------------------------------------.
------------------------------------------------.
------------------------------------------------.
-----------------------------------------------.
--------------------------------------------+
------------------------------------------.
----------------------------------------+
----------------------------------------+
------------------------------------------.
----------------------------------------------+
-------------------------------------------------+
-------------------------------------------------+
-------------------------------------------------+
------------------------------------------------+
------------------------------------------------.
-----------------------------------------------+
--------------------------------------------+
------------------------------------------.
----------------------------------------+
----------------------------------------+
------------------------------------------.
----------------------------------------------+
-------------------------------------------------.
-------------------------------------------------+
-------------------------------------------------+
------------------------------------------------+
------------------------------------------------.
-----------------------------------------------+
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RUNCFF

I~ILLION

GALLONS PER

PAGE

~ONTH'

~INIMUM

CRS

1.1556E 01
TI~E

0.0
1.0000e 00
2.0000e 00
3.0000e 00
~.ooooe 00
5.0000E 00
6.0000E 00
7.0000e 00
8.0000e 00
9.0000~ 00
1.0000E 01
1.1000e 01
1.2000e 01
1.3000£ 01
1.4000E 01
1.5000E 01
l.bOOOe 01
1.1000£ 01
1.8000e 01
1.9000£ 01
2.0000e 01
2.1000e 01
2.2000£ 01
2.3000£ 01
2.4000£ 01
2.5000E 01
2.bOOOE 01
2.7000£ 01
2.8000E 01
2.9000e 01
3.0000E 01
3.1000E 01
3.2000e 01
3.3000E 01
3.4000E 01
3.5000e 01
3. bOOOe 01
3.7000e 01
3.8000e 01
3.9000e 01
4.0000e 01
4.IOOOe 01
4.2000e 01
4.3000e 01
4.'o000e 01
4.5000E 01
4.bOOOe 01
4.7000e 01
'o.8000E 01

QRS
1.4'o45E 01
1.4~~5e 01
l.bbl2E 01
2.~557e 01
2.527ge 01
2.bOOle 01
4.3335E 01
5.7780e 01
5.0558E 01
5.2724E 01
2.8890E 01
1.1556E 01
1.4445E 01
1.4445e 01
l.bbl2e 01
2.4557E 01
2.5219£ 01
2.6001E 01
4.3335E 01
5.7780e 01
5.0558e 01
5.2724E 01
2.8891E 01
1.155be 01
1.~445e 01
1.4445E 01
1.6612E 01
2.~556E Cl
2.5279£ 01
2.600lE 01
4.3335E 01
5.7780E 01
5.0558£ 01
5.2724E 01
2.8891E 01
1.1556E 01
1.4445£ 01
1.4445E 01
1.6612E 01
2.455bE 01
2.5279£ 01
2.6001E 01
4.3335E 01
5.7780£ 01
5.0558£ 01
5.2724e 01
2.8891E 01
1.1557e 01
1.4445£ 01

VERSUS T1 "e

~AX1~U"

5.77AOE 01

I

I

---+

---+
-----+

--------------+

--------------+

---------------+
----------------------------------+

-------------------------------------------------+
------------------------------------------+
--------------------------------------------+
------------------+
+
---+
---+

-----+

---------------+

--------------+
---------------+

----------------------------------+
-------------------------------------------------+
------------------------------------------+
--------------------------------------------.
------------------+
+

---+

---+

-----+

--------------+

--------------+
---------------+
----------------------------------+
-------------------------------------------------+

------------------------------------------+
--------------------------------------------.
------------------+
+

---+
---+
-----+

--------------+

--------------+
---------------+
----------------------------------+
-------------------------------------------------+
------------------------------------------+
--------------------------------------------+
------------------+
+

---+
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PAGE

PHOSPHORUS IN RUNOFf (POUNDS PER MONTH)

MINIMUM
5.5900E 01
ROPI-IO

11l'le

0.0
1.0000e
2.0000E
)'OOOOE
4.0000E
5.0000E
6.0000E

00
00
00
00
00
00

7.0000E aD
8.0000e
9.0000£
1.0000E
I.I000E
1.2000e
1.3000E
1.4000E
1.5000E
1.6000E
1.7000e
1.8000E
1.900DE
2: .. ooooe
2.1000E
2.2000E
2.3000e
2.4000E
2.5000E
2.6000E
2.1000E
2.8000e
2.9000E

).ooooe

3.1000E
3.2000E
3.3000E
).4000E
).5000E
3.6000E
3.1000E
).80ooE
).9000E
4.0000E
4.1000E
4.2000E
4.3000E
4.4000e
".5000E
4.6000E
4.7000E

00
00
01
01
01
01
01
01
01
01
01
01
01
01
01
01
01
01
01
01
01
01
01
01
01
01
01
01
01
01
01
01
01
01
01
01
01
01
01
01

4.8Dooe 01

6.987U
b.9S14E
8.0355£
1.1879E

I

01
01
01
02

1.222:8f 02
1.2571E 02

2.0962E
2.7949E
2."lt56f
2.5504E
1.3915E
5.5900£
6.9873E
6.9B14E

C2
02
02:
02
C2
01
01
01

8.035.r.E 01
1.18l8E OZ

I.ZZZ8E OZ

1.25llE OZ
2.09~2E 02
2.79.r.9E OZ
Z • .r..r.5H 02
2.550.r.E 02
1.3975E C2
5.5900E 01
6.9873E 01
6.98HE 01
8.035.r.E 01
1.187SE 02
1.222SE CZ
1.2577E OZ

Z.096ZE 02
2. 79~9E
2 • .r..r.56E
2.550.r.E
1.3915E
5.S900E
6.9813E
6.98HE
8.035U
l.l8l8E
1.2228E
1.2577E
2.0962E
2.l9.r.9E
2.""56E
2.5504E

02

02
02
02

01
01
01
01
02
OZ
02
02
02
02
02
1.)915E 02
5.5902E 01
6.9813E 01

---+
---+

ROPHe

VERSLS TI .. E

I

,..AXI"'U"
2.1949E 02
I

-----+

--------------+
--------------+
---------------+
----------------------------------+
-------------------------------------------------+
------------------------------------------+
--------------------------------------------+
------------------+
+
---+

---+
-----+
--------------+
--------------+
---------------+
----------------------------------+
-------------------------------------------------+
------------------------------------------+
--------------------------------------------+
------------------+
+
---+

---+

-----+

--------------+
--------------+
---------------+
----------------------------------+
-------------------------------------------------+
------------------------------------------+
--------------------------------------------+
------------------+
+
---+
---+

-----+

--------------+
--------------+
---------------+
----------------------------------+
-------------------------------------------------+
------------------------------------------+
--------------------------------------------+
------------------+
+

---+
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810rIC/80Tro~

NUTRIENT R£LEASE/A8S0RPTIOh RATES (POUNDS PER
"'INI"'I.M

Tf

KOS

~£

0.0
1.0000E
2.0000£
3.0000E
"'.0000£
S.OOOOE
tI.OOOO£
1.0000£
8.0000£
9.0000£
1.0000£
1.1000£
1.2000£
1.)OOOE

1."'OOOE
I.S000E

l.tlOOO£
1.1000E
1.8000E
1.9000E
2.0000E
2.1000£
2. 2000E
2.3000£
2.4000E
2.5000E
2.6000E
2.7COO£
2.8000E
2.9000£
3.0000£
3.1000£
3.2000£
3.3000E
3.4000£
3.5000E
3.6000£
3.7000e
3.8000£
3.9000£
4.0000£
4.1000e
1t.2000E
4.3000£
4.ltOOO£
1t.5000£
4.6000£
"' . 1000E
it.8000£

00
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
01
01
01
01
01
01
01
01
01
01
01
01
01
01
01
01
01
01
01
01
01
01
01
01
01
01
01
01
01
01
01
01
01
01
01
01
01
01
01

-9.634t1E
-9.6H6E
-1.0691£
-1.ltS6",e
-1.",918£
-1.S211E
-2.3116£
-1."'818£
-1."'818E
-1.4818£
-1.4818£
-1.4818£
-1."'818£
-1."'818£
-1.0691£
-1."'5M£
-1.4918£
-}.5211£
-2.3116£
-1."'818£
-1.4818E
-1.4818£
-1.4818£
-1.4818£
-1.4818£
-1.4818£
-1.0691E
-1.lt561o£
-1.1,918£
-1.5211£
-2.3116£
-1.lt818£
-1.4818£
-1.lt818£
-1.lt818£
-1."'818£
-1.",818£
-1.1,818£
-1.0691£
-1."'561t£
-1.1,918£
-1.S211£
-2.3716£
-1.4818£
-1.1,818£
-1 .... 818£
-1 .... 818£
-1 .... 818£
-1 .... 818£

,as

~lNT~1

VERSllS T'/I'E

-2.5828E 02
I
01
01
02
02
02
02
02
02
02
02
C2
C2
02
02
02
02
C2
C2
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ____ t
C2
el2
02
el2
02
02
02
02
02
02
02
02
C2
02
02
02
02
02
02
02
02
02
02
02
02
C2
02
02
C2
C2
02

PAGE
~AX''''U/I'

-9.6346E: Cl
I

-------------------------------------------------+
-------------------------------------------------+
----------------------------------------------+
----------------------------------+
---------------------------------+
--------------------------------+
------+
---------------------------------+
---------------------------------+
---------------------------------+
---------------------------------+
---------------------------------+
---------------------------------+
---------------------------------+
----------------------------------------------+
----------------------------------+
---------------------------------+
------+

---------------------------------+
---------------------------------+
---------------------------------+
---------------------------------+
---------------------------------+
---------------------------------.
---------------------------------+
----------------------------------------------+
----------------------------------+
---------------------------------+
--------------------------------+
------+
---------------------------------+
---------------------------------+
---------------------------------+
---------------------------------+
---------------------------------+
---------------------------------+
---------------------------------+
----------------------------------------------+
----------------------------------+
---------------------------------+
--------------------------------+
------+
---------------------------------+
---------------------------------+
---------------------------------+
---------------------------------+
---------------------------------+
---------------------------------+
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TOT~L

PHQRPHORUS CONCeNTRATION

TJ~E

0.0
1.0000E 00
2 . 0000£ 00
3.0000E
4.0000E
5.0000£
6.0000£
7.0 000£
8.0000E
9.0000£

00
00
00
00
00
00
00

1.0000E 01
1.1000e
1.2000E
1.3000E
1.,.000£
1.5000E
1.6000E
1.7000£

01
01
01
01
01
01
01

I.BOOOE 01

1.9000£
2.0000£
2.1000£
2.2000£
2.3000E
2.4000£
2.5000E
2.6000£
2.7000£
2.8000E
2.9000£
3.0000£
3.1000£
3.2000£
3. 3000E
) .... 000£
).5000£
).6000£
3.7000e
3.8000£
).9000£

.... ooooe

01
01
01
01
01
01
01
01
01
01
01
01
01
01
01
01
01
01
01
01
01

01

10.1000£ 01
4.2000E 01

it,3000£ 01
It .... OOOE 01

4.5000E
4.6000E
<It.7000£
".8000E

01
01
01
01

(L8f~GI

PAGE

ItIAX tf' U,,"
t<.uCO
Y£RSLS TIME
"'INIMUM
8.3400£-C3
'} .oee:2E co
NUCO
I
I
+
8.HODE-03
+
8.HOOE-03
IL 3400E-C]
+
8.3400E-0)
+
8.340DE-C3
+
8.3400E-03
+
+
8. HOOE-C]
7.4534£-01
1.8563£ 00
2.0771E 00
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - _______________________________ t
2.0072£ ac
1.8030£ 00
1.3210£ OC
3.6216£-01
8.31oCO£-C3
+
+
8.31000£-03
+
8.)1000£-03
8.HOO£-C3
+
8.3400£-03
+
1.Io324E-01
1.8562E 00
2.0777E 00
2.C072E CC
1.8030E 00
1.3210E 00
3.6211E-01
8.3400E-03
+
+
8.Hooe-03
+
8.31000£-03
8.3400E-03
+
8.3400E-C3
+
7.4324£-01
1.8562£ OC
2.0717E OC
2.0072£ CC
1.803 0£ 00
I.HI0E 00
3.6217E-Ol
8.HOOE-C3
+
8.HOOE-C3
+
8. HOOE-03
+
+
8.3400£-03
8. HOO£-03
+
7.4324£-01
1.8562£ 00
2.0717£ 00
2.0012£ 00
1.8030£ 00
1.3210£ 00
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ________ t

-----------------+
--------------------------------------------+
-------------------------------------------------t
-------------------------------------------+
-------------------------------+
--------+
-----------------+
--------------------------------------------+
-------------------------------------------------+
------------------------------------------------+
-------------------------------------------+
-------------------------------+
--------+

-----------------+
--------------------------------------------+
-------------------------------------------------t
------------------------------------------------+
-------------------------------------------+
-------------------------------t
--------+

-----------------+
--------------------------------------------+
-------------------------------------------------+
------------------------------------------------+
-------------------------------------------t

ill

rLr~l

P~LRPHCR~S

CONCFNIRATION

IPP~I

vtRSLS

MINIM~M

f'ljlJ(C P

I I" l
0.1)

I.OaOOf 00
?OOOOI C0
l.OOO(lE on
",.OLOOf 00
L}.CODOt:

nu
0(1

I. OCCIOI -0 l

,)0
00

8 . Q369t-C2
2 . 22~8Ec-C I
1.4QI H-CI
2 .4 (16/f-CI
2.lol'I[--CI
1.5elc,f-el

l. bGCOE

01
CI
01
DI
DI
01
01

I • 7COOf- 01
1.8l100e 01
1.9000E 01
2.0COOf 01
l.IOOOt 01
2.lUOOE 01
t.)OOOE 01
l.4COOE 01

?SOOO! 111

~4;')td·-O(

I.COCC~-O)

1.000G'-03
I.oeou C3
I .tOlJ[)~ 0 I
I.CO(H'l-C'

8.Qlltlt-C<
2.11~"-Cl

(.4QIH-01
l.40hlF-UI
1. l oI9t-0 1
1.5HVlf-el

".34lH-Ot
I.OOGO~-Ol

i.7COUE 01
2.ROCOE 01

l.COOC~-OJ

1.~OCUf:

1.0000E
l.IOCOE
3.2000£
L )OGOE

'.4COOt

~

4.

I

2.1>000£

(I I
01
01
aI
01
01

J.SOCOE a I
l.bUCOE 01
3.7000E 01
l.BOOOE 01
3.9000t 01
4.00COE 01
4.1000E 01
4.2000E a I
4.3000t a I
4.4000t a I
4.5000£ a I
4.bOOOE 01
4.7000E a I
4.8COOE 0 1

~"XI~LJ~

1 . '>OI4f-' l
I

I. OCCCf-CJ
I.oucn-Cl
I. rOOOf-r 1
l.OlCCI-CJ
I.CCCCt-C'
I. COOUI-Ol

6.0000l
I.OCOOE
A. OOOOt
9.0('OUE
1.0UOOf
I. 10001
I . lGC Of
l.lCO(.f
1.',OOOt
I. "CCCt

Ot.

lJ~l

I. ceooc-o 1
I

l.ceceF-CJ
1.(;()OClI-O 1
l.oor:UI-03
8.9111,-02
l . US,.E-CI
2.4Qllc-01
2.4(J(.H-OI
1.lolqE-CI
1.58Ht-01
4.J42M-Ol
1.0000c-OJ
I.OCOOt-C3
1.0CC~t-C1

1. 0000t-C3
I. OOOU~-O J
8.9111f-0'
2.1256E-01
2.491 Jf-Ol
2 .4 06ft-0 1
2.loIYE-CI
1.5e H~-OI

-------~--------~ _________ · _ · ______________
________________

t

-----.------------------------------------------- .
_________________________________________

t

--.- ----------.-.-- ---------- i

--------.
•

----------"

--------------------------------------------1
------------------------------------------------- +
------------------------------------------- "

------------------------------- +
-------- t

•

----------------- .

-------------------------------------------------.
----------------------------- - - --------------+
-------------------------------------------t
-------------------------------.

-------- ..
+

•
•
+
----------------- +
----------------------- -- -- -- -- - ------------ ~

----------------------------------------- --------t

---------------------------------------------- --+
-------------------------------------------+
---------------------~--------- .
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•
PR08LEM CURAl

VAR r"'eLE

,"S
NUCO

P<luCOP

".

VOLA

C"
RQPHe
NUCOIP

IIINIMUM
-9.40HE Cl
8.3400E-03
1.0000E- 03
2 . 5595E 01
1.0000E 02
1.1556E 01
2.7950e 01

0.0

IO~

C. O

TO

~.8CCOE

TIME

,",Ui"'l.'"

1.1100E 01

-6.1409E 01
1.2553E ac
l.505H-Ot

C.C
C.O

01

0. 0

TI"'E

oc
oc
oc
oc

7.3831E 01

C. C

1.0cooe 02

8.8000e
B.8000E
7.000 0e

0.0

1.1000E Cl
1.1000E 01

5.7780E 01
1.3915E 02
) . OC81E-Ol

1 . 0000e
7.0000e OC
4.2600E 01

1.1000E 01

c.e

83

P~CSPHORUS

CONCENTRATION

WIT~

NO

BIOTIC/BOTTC~

MINIlt(UM
0.0
TII"E
0.0
I.OOOOE 00

Z.COODE 00
3.0000E 00
4.0000E 00

5.QOOOE 00
b . DCOOE 00
7.0000E 00
8 . 0QOOE 00
9.0DODE 00
I.OOOOE 01
1.IQOOE 01

l.zoooe 01

1. 3000e 01

1.400ae 01
I.SOOCE 01
1.6000E 01

1.7000E 01
1.8000E
1.900DE
2.0QOOe
2.ICOOE

01
01
01
01

2.2000E 01
l.laODe 01

2. /toooe 01
l . SOOOE 01
Z.bQCOE 01

2.700DE 01

Z.BDaOE 01
2.900DE 01

3.DQOOe 01
l.IOCOE 01

3.l0CDE 01
l.3000E 01

3."oooe 01
3.50QOE 01

l.boaOE 01

3. Toooe 01

3.BDaOE 01

].90QOE 01

".OOOOE 01
4.1000E 01
It.lOOOE 01

It.loaOE 01
4.4000E 01
,..500CE 01

4.bOOOE 01
".lOOOE 01
4.IIOOOE 01

NUCQIP
0.0
1.9a30E-O)
3.8555E-02
1.2581E-Ol
2 . C807E-C L
2.5416E-Ol
2.8676E-Ol
2.9963£-01

2 . 91lo2E-Ol
2.8H4E-Ol
2 .83 06E-Ol

2.8049E-Ol
2.7882E-Ol
2.1549E-Ol
2.1069£-01
2.6659E-Ol
2.6148E-Ol
2.7508E-Ol
2 . 9128E-Ol
2.9998E-Ol
2.9143E-Ol
2.8144E-Ol
2.8306£-01
2.8049E-Ol
2.1882E-Ol
2.1549E-Ol
2 . 7069E-Ol
2 .665 9E-Ol
2 .. 6748E-Cl
2 .75 08E-Ol
2 . 'H28E-Ol
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PhOSPHORUS IN RUNOFF (POUNDS PER MONTH I
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